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I NV ITATI ON TO MAKE SUB MI SSI ONS
The Tasmanian Economic Regulator (Economic Regulator) invites written comment on this
document and encourages all interested parties to provide submissions addressing the
matters discussed.
It is the Regulator’s policy to publish all submissions on the Office of the Tasmanian Economic
Regulator’s (OTTER) website unless the author of the submission requests confidentiality in
relation to the submission (or any part of the submission). Those parts of a submission that
are requested to be confidential should be submitted as an attachment to that part suitable
for publication.
The Economic Regulator will not publish submissions which contain material that the
Economic Regulator believes is, or could be, derogatory or defamatory.
Submissions should be received by close of business on 30 April 2019.
To facilitate the publication of submissions on OTTER’s website, submissions by email are
preferred. Submissions and enquiries may be made to:
office@economicregulator.tas.gov.au
or to
Glenn Bounds (Assistant Director – Price and Service)
Office of the Tasmanian Economic Regulator,
GPO Box 770,
Hobart 7001
Telephone: 03 6166 4422

A copy of this Draft Report
www.economicregulator.tas.gov.au.

may
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OTTER’s
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I NT RODUCT I ON

Tasmanian electricity customers with an electricity generating system connected to the
distribution network (solar, wind or water power) are able to make savings on their electricity
bills by generating and consuming their own electricity rather than buying it from a retailer.
When the amount of electricity generated by their system is above the amount of electricity
being consumed through the relevant meter, the excess electricity is exported to the grid, and
customers are paid a ‘feed-in tariff’ for the amount exported.
Authorised retailers in Tasmania are obliged to pay, as a minimum, regulated feed-in tariffs to
customers for electricity supplied to the distribution network by qualifying electricity
generating systems.
The amount paid to customers per kilowatt hour (kWh) of electricity exported is based on a
feed-in tariff (FiT) rate, determined by the Tasmanian Economic Regulator
(Economic Regulator).
In determining an appropriate FiT rate, the Economic Regulator is required to conduct a
pricing investigation to gather the information necessary to inform his decision. This
Draft Report forms part of the Economic Regulator’s pricing investigation and outlines the key
principles and matters to be considered in making his determination, as well as draft decisions
on key inputs to the FiT rate calculation.
The determination will apply to the regulatory period that commences on 1 July 2019 and
ends on 30 June 2021. The Final Report will be released, and the determination will be made,
on or before 30 May 2019. The FiT rate for 2019-20 will be determined in mid-June 2019 and
the FiT rate for the following financial year (2020-21) will be determined in mid-June 2020.
The FiT rate will be published on the website of the Office of the Tasmanian Economic
Regulator as soon as practicable after the determination is made.
The Economic Regulator invites all interested parties to comment on the proposals in this Draft
Report, which will be considered when he makes his final decision and determination, as set
out in the Final Report.

1.1

Legislative framework and requirements

The Electricity Supply Industry Act 1995 (ESI Act) and the Electricity Supply Industry (Price
Control and Related Matters) Regulations 2013 (Pricing Regulations) set out the legislative
framework for feed-in tariffs and the determination of the FiT rate.
Before the Economic Regulator makes a determination, Regulation 47B of the
Pricing Regulations requires the Economic Regulator to conduct a pricing investigation. The
Economic Regulator’s Notice of his intention to conduct an investigation was published on
1 December 2018.
The Investigation timetable was revised in February 2019 to allow adequate time for the
Economic Regulator, at the request of the Government, to investigate the merits of
introducing a time-varying FiT in Tasmania. An amended Notice with the updated timeframes
for the Investigation, as published on 26 February 2019, is attached (Attachment A). The
Government’s request is also attached (Attachment B).
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1.1.1

Feed-in tariff customers

Sections 44C and 44D of the ESI Act define two types of FiT customers in respect of premises
with qualifying systems: standard and transitional.
A qualifying system is defined in section 44B of the ESI Act as a system that:


generates electricity from either solar, wind or water;



complies with Australian Standard AS4777; and



has a maximum generating capacity of 10 kW.1

Standard FiT customers are those customers who have installed a qualifying system, or will
install a system, but did not qualify for the Government’s transitional FiT rate, which applied
to systems installed before 31 August 2013.2 Transitional FiT customers are those customers
who qualified for the transitional FiT rate.

1.1.2

Feed-in tariff rate

Section 44G of the ESI Act requires the Economic Regulator to determine the FiT rate to be
paid by authorised retailers to standard FiT customers for energy exported to the electricity
grid.
The FiT rate may be expressed as either a rate in relation to a kWh of electricity, or a method
for determining a rate in relation to a kWh. Differential FiT rates that vary by premises class or
other factors can also be set out in the Economic Regulator’s determination.
The Economic Regulator has set one FiT rate in Tasmania each year. The regulated FiT rates
applying to standard FiT customers are as shown in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1 Regulated FiT rates for standard FiT customers by Period3
Period

c/kWh)

1 July 2015 - 30 June 2016

5.500

1 July 2016 - 30 June 2017

6.671

1 July 2017 - 30 June 2018

8.929

1 July 2018 - 30 June 2019

8.541

1

Customers with systems with generating capacity greater than 10 kW can negotiate a market FiT rate with
their retailer.

2

The transitional FiT rate also applied to customers who entered into a contract to install a qualifying new micro
distributed generation system, or extend an existing micro distributed generation system, and submitted an
application to the distributor which was accepted with respect to that installation before 31 August 2013
provided that the new system or extension was installed and connected before 31 August 2014.

3

The Economic Regulator determined the FiT rates to apply for 2014-15 and 2015-16 in June 2014 and
June 2015 respectively. FiT rates for 2016-17 and 2017-18 were calculated in accordance with the
2016 Regulated Feed-in Tariff Rate Determination.
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The transitional FiT rate is specified in the ESI Act. In respect of billing periods, and those parts
of billing periods that expired before 1 January 2019, transitional FiT customers continued to
be entitled to receive the FiT rates specified in Table 1.2. On 1 January 2019, the FiT rate for
transitional FiT customers reverted to the standard FiT rate.4 As a result of a recent
Government decision, transitional FiT customers are receiving a 5 cent/kWh bonus for a
12 month period, to 1 January 2020.5
Table 1.2 Feed-in tariff rates for transitional feed-in tariff customers (prior to 1 January 2019)

Customer type
Residential

c/kWh

c/kWh for first 500 kWh
supplied during the billing
period

c/kWh for each kWh supplied
after the first 500 kWh during
the billing period

28.283

-

-

Small Business

1.2

-

38.577

28.319

Investigation process and timing

The release of this Draft Report signifies the completion of the third milestone of the
investigation, as highlighted in grey in Table 1.3.
This Draft Report presents a range of issues the Economic Regulator will consider in
determining a FiT rate for standard FiT customers in Tasmania. The Economic Regulator’s
proposed approach to determine the FiT rate is also outlined in this Draft Report.
The Consultation Policy and Procedures of the Tasmanian Economic Regulator
(November 2016) states that the Economic Regulator will consult in relation to the exercise of
statutory discretions or responsibilities which affect the interest of entities, consumers or
other persons.
The Economic Regulator therefore invites all interested parties to make submissions on the
issues for consultation highlighted in this Draft Report (as summarised in section 1.5).
Table 1.3 Investigation timetable
Milestone

Date

Publish Notice of Investigation

1 December 2018

Publish amended Notice of Investigation

28 February 2019

Release Draft Report

27 March 2019

Submissions due

30 April 2019

Release Final Report and Determination

by 30 May 2019

Calculate the FiT rate for 2019-20

mid-June 2019

4

According to TasNetworks’ Annual Electricity Distribution Network Performance Report 2017-18, as at 30 June
2018, there were 16 424 transitional FiT customers and 12 849 standard FiT customers.

5

Tasmanian Government Media Release, A fair and equitable solar tariff system, 21 November 2018.
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1.3

Matters to be considered

Under section 44H of the ESI Act, the Economic Regulator is required to consider the following
matters when making a FiT rate determination:
(a)

the fair and reasonable value to authorised retailers of electricity supplied to the
distribution network by feed-in tariff customers;

(b)

the net financial benefit, to authorised retailers, of electricity supplied to the
distribution network by feed-in tariff customers, having regard to the costs of
authorised retailers, including, but not limited to including –

(c)

(i)

the costs to authorised retailers of purchasing wholesale electricity; and

(ii)

other costs of authorised retailers in operating their retail electricity businesses;

the other costs, or other benefits, that –
(i)

include those related to the distribution networks or transmission networks; and

(ii)

result, either directly or indirectly, from the supply of electricity to distribution
networks by qualifying systems at premises of small customers;

(d)

the COAG National Principles for Feed-in Tariff Arrangements, as those Principles apply
from time to time;

(e)

any arrangements of the Commonwealth, whether legislative or otherwise, in relation
to the pricing of carbon emissions or other mechanisms to reduce the use of carbonemitting fuels;

(f)

the principle that the feed-in tariff rate specified in the determination should not have
the effect that any customer would effectively be cross-subsidising any other customer;

(g)

approaches, methodologies, findings or recommendations, taken or made in other
jurisdictions for determining fair and reasonable feed-in tariff rates;

(h)

any prescribed matters; and

(i)

any other matter the Regulator thinks relevant.

In regard to (i), the Regulator has also considered in more detail the issues surrounding the
possible introduction of a time-varying FiT rate.

1.4

Structure of this Draft Report

The Draft Report is structured as follows:


Chapter 2 provides background for the investigation, including the Council of Australian
Government’s (COAG’s) agreed principles.



Chapter 3 describes the Economic Regulator’s approach to the investigation.



Chapter 4 summarises the decisions made by regulators in other jurisdictions.
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Chapter 5 considers the direct financial impacts on retailers in Tasmania from the sale of
electricity from small scale distributed generation systems (distributed generation) and
the implications for the FiT rate.



Chapter 6 considers the indirect impacts on Tasmania’s electricity supply industry of
distributed generation and the implications for the FiT rate for Tasmania.



Chapter 7 examines issues around the possible introduction of a time-varying FiT in
Tasmania.



Chapter 8 examines an issue with metering affecting some customers with distributed
generation.



Chapter 9 sets out the proposed determination of a single FiT rate for Tasmania from
2019-20 and a proposed formula for determining time-varying FiT rates.

12
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Summary of issues on which comment is sought

The Economic Regulator encourages public participation and invites submissions on the
following matters:

Chapter 5
In relation to the direct financial benefits retailers receive from the sale of electricity to their
customers from distributed generation, the Economic Regulator is seeking comment on:


the proposed adoption of the ‘net financial benefits to retailers’ approach and the
proposed inclusion of wholesale electricity costs, network losses and National Electricity
Market (NEM) fees in determining the FiT rate;



the proposed approach of estimating wholesale electricity costs using the regulated
wholesale electricity price adopted as part of the Regulator’s determination and approval
of standing offer retail prices, or a relevant WEP Order, rather than the market price
method; and



the proposed exclusion of all other direct impacts.

Chapter 6
The Economic Regulator is seeking comment on the proposed exclusion of all the indirect
impacts of distributed generation on Tasmania’s electricity supply industry in determining the
FiT rate.

Chapter 7
Issues surrounding the possible introduction of a time-varying FiT rate, including any potential
benefits, barriers and costs, to both the network and customers.

Chapter 8
Software and non-software solutions for customers with Type 4 and Type 6 meters to address
the issue where some customers with distributed generation are purchasing electricity from
a retailer and exporting some electricity at the same time, at a higher net cost to these
customers.

Chapter 9
In calculating a FiT rate the Economic Regulator is seeking comment on:


the proposed mathematical formula used to calculate the single FiT rate;



the proposed timing of, and process for, updating the single FiT rate; and



the proposed general form of the formula for time-varying FiT rates and the proposed
approach for updating these rates.
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B ACKGROUND

Electricity produced by customers connected to the grid is generally referred to as ‘distributed
generation’, the most common form of which are small-scale, solar photo voltaic (PV) panels.
Distributed generation systems are typically connected to the grid through ‘import/export’
meters. These meters record the quantity of electricity drawn from the grid separately from
the quantity of electricity that the distributed generation system feeds into the grid.
Customers are paid a ‘feed-in tariff’ (FiT) for the amount exported.
Feed-in tariffs are designed to reflect the underlying value
 Customer benefits
of the electricity exported to the grid by distributed
 Bill savings through avoided
generation. As customers with small-scale generation
electricity costs
cannot sell their exported energy directly into the
 Additional payments for
wholesale electricity market, the FiT rate is based on an
electricity exported to the grid
estimate of what retailers would pay for this electricity in
the same way as they pay large scale generators for their output.
High value, or ‘premium’ FiT rates encourage the adoption of renewable energy. FiTs can also
encourage energy efficiency and other behavioural changes as customers become more
aware of their energy usage, which can have a range of flow-on effects that benefit both
electricity customers and the economy more generally.
Until 30 August 2013, Aurora Energy offered, on a voluntary basis, a FiT rate based on a net
metering buyback scheme (NMBS) which offered customers a ‘one-for-one’ (1:1) FiT rate at
the regulated light and power tariff (Tariff 31 for residential customers) or general supply tariff
(Tariff 22 for small business customers) for their exported electricity.
In December 2012, the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) agreed on revised National
Principles for Feed-in Tariff Arrangements (see Attachment C). These revised principles
required, amongst other issues, that all premium FiT arrangements were to be closed to new
participants by 2014. Furthermore, all other FiT customers were to receive a ‘fair and
reasonable’ value for their exported electricity. Consistent with this, all Australian jurisdictions
including Tasmania have now closed their premium FiT schemes (with various ‘grandfathering’
provisions put in place for customers receiving the benefit of those premium FiT schemes as
at the date of the change) and have determined new ‘fair and reasonable’ values for electricity
exported by new FiT customers.
Consistent with the COAG reforms, a review of the FiT rate for Tasmania was conducted in
2013 by the Department of Treasury and Finance. Following the release of an Issues Paper on
16 May 2013 and after considering submissions on that paper, the following State
Government policy position was announced on 18 August 2013:


the one-for-one FiT arrangement to be closed at midnight on 30 August 2013 and
grandfathered for existing (or contracted) installations until 1 January 2019;



customers applying to install qualifying distributed generation systems on or after
31 August 2013 to be entitled to a FiT rate of 8 cents per kWh from 31 August 2013 until
31 December 2013;

14
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the Economic Regulator to be required to determine the FiT rate to apply from
1 January 2014 for all new installations occurring on or after 31 August 2013; and



the Economic Regulator to be required to review the FiT rate on an annual basis.

In accordance with Terms of Reference received from the then Minister for Finance on
20 August 2013, the Economic Regulator conducted an investigation. On 31 October 2013, the
Economic Regulator provided a special report to the Minister in accordance with section 9 of
the ESI Act. In its special report, the Economic Regulator recommended a ‘fair and reasonable’
value of the FiT to apply from 1 January 2014.
Legislation was passed in November 2013 which, amongst other things, provided the legal
power for the first FiT determination to be made consistent with the recommendation made
by the Regulator as to the minimum FiT rate in its report of October 2013.
The Economic Regulator subsequently made his first Regulated Feed in Tariff Determination
for Standard Feed in Tariff Customers on 6 December 2013, reflecting the recommendations
in the October 2013 report.

2.1

Government review of FiT arrangements

In July 2018, following an election commitment, the Tasmanian Government undertook a
review of the FiT rate and incentives for solar PV and other forms of distributed generation.
A Committee comprising the Director of Energy Planning and representatives of the
Department of State Growth and Department of Treasury and Finance reviewed the existing
arrangements. In November 2018, the Minister for Energy announced the Government’s
decisions resulting from the review, which included offering an extra 5 cents/kWh above the
regulated FiT rate for customers coming off the transitional rate, for a period of 12 months to
1 January 2020.
The Government also asked the Economic Regulator to investigate the merits of a time-varying
FiT in Tasmania and to report back by the end of 2019 (see Attachment B). As a result, the
Economic Regulator has included time-varying tariffs as one of the matters to be considered
as part of this FiT Investigation and to be included in the Final Report, or in a separate report
by 31 December 2019.

2.2

Small scale distributed generation in Tasmania

Subsidies for solar PV units and the FiT scheme have generated rapid growth in the number of
distributed generation systems in Tasmania, as in other jurisdictions across Australia. There
was a sharp peak in the number of new solar PV installations in Tasmania when the Tasmanian
Government announced changes to the FiT rate in 2013, and sustained growth in installations
between 2015 and 2018.
As at 30 June 2018, there were 29 273 Tasmanian electricity customers with a distributed
generation system connected to the distribution network.6 The number of solar PV units has
increased every year since 2006, while the average capacity of new PV installations has

6

TasNetworks’ Annual Electricity Distribution Network Performance Report 2017-18.
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increased from around 1 kW in 2009 to over 5 kW in 2017.7 This growth in system size is
evident across Australia, with average system sizes increasing substantially from 2009.8
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Figure 2.1 Distributed energy generators in Tasmania - number of systems and electricity exported
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Source: TasNetworks Annual Electricity Distribution Network Performance Report

Eligible customers receive two main benefits from these systems:


bill savings: using electricity generated onsite to offset electricity that would otherwise
be purchased from the network; and



export tariff: payments for every kWh exported to the distribution network.

The bill savings that these customers make include some contributions they would otherwise
make to the fixed costs of electricity supply, principally network costs. This is because the
variable charge for the relevant tariff, such as Aurora Energy’s Tariff 31 or 22, includes some
recovery of these fixed costs. As a result, these fixed costs must be borne by other parties in
Tasmania’s electricity supply industry (retailers, TasNetworks and other customers).
Solar customers also receive an upfront payment for installing their panels under the
Australian Government’s Small-Scale Renewable Energy Scheme (SRES).9 Customers are able
to transfer their small-scale technology certificates (STCs) relating to the system to the
installer in return for a discount off the price of the system. The amount received by the
customer is based on the value of the STCs at the time of purchase. For a 5 kW solar system

7

TasNetworks, Small-scale solar PV tech (presentation), April 2018.

8

ACIL Allen Consulting, Small-scale technology certificates - projections 2018 to 2020, Final Report,
January 2018.

9

Under the Small-scale Renewable Energy Scheme, owners of eligible small-scale renewable energy systems
are entitled to a number of small-scale technology certificate (STCs). The number of certificates that can be
created per system is based on its geographical location, installation date, and the amount of electricity (MWh)
that is expected to be generated or displaced by the system.
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installed in Hobart, the discount is currently worth between $2 130 and $2 700.10 After this
discount, the upfront costs of a 5 kW solar system are, at present, around $5 120.11
In Tasmania, average household consumption tends to peak in the morning between 7 am
and 10 am and in the evening between 4 pm and 9 pm, with the peaks greater in winter than
in summer. By contrast, electricity generation from solar PV tends to peak around 1 pm.12
Tasmanian electricity customers with solar PV are able to export excess electricity to the grid
during peak daylight hours and draw from the grid during the night or on early mornings and
evenings when the sun is low.
Electricity output from solar PV systems varies significantly across the year, particularly in
Tasmania, due to the dependence of solar radiation on latitude. Output is significantly lower
in winter months, as shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2 Monthly electricity output from Solar PV system in Hobart (kWh) - by system size
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10

Clean Energy Regulator, Small generation unit STC calculator, https://www.rec-registry.gov.au/recregistry/app/calculators/sgu-stc-calculator, accessed 13 February 2019; Greenbank environmental, STC
Market Prices, https://www.green-bank.com.au, accessed 13 February 2019. The dollar range is based on
certificate prices of $30 and $38.

11

Hobart average at November 2018, see https://www.solarchoice.net.au/blog/solar-power-system-prices

12

TasNetworks, Small-scale solar PV tech (presentation), April 2018.
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APPROACH TO DETE RMI NI NG
T HE FEE D -IN TARI FF RATE

In the Economic Regulator’s previous FiT rate investigations, the FiT rate for standard FiT
customers has been set by reference to the net financial benefits to retailers of electricity
supplied to the network by FiT customers and on-sold by retailers, as well as any relevant
direct or indirect benefits or costs. This approach, defined here as the ‘net financial benefit to
retailers’ methodology, best reflects the broad principles underlying the FIT rate under the
ESI Act and is appropriate in the Tasmanian context. This is the same approach used by
regulators in other Australian jurisdictions.
Under this approach, the FiT rate largely reflects the wholesale energy value and not the retail
price of additional units of electricity. This is because, as discussed above, this retail price
includes network costs and retail costs that retailers must incur regardless of the volume of
electricity they sell. The energy component of most volumetric retail prices can comprise a
relatively small share of the overall price, such as for Aurora Energy’s Tariff 31. The main cost
that retailers avoid by selling electricity from distributed generation systems rather than
through the National Electricity Market (NEM) is therefore the wholesale energy cost. This is
illustrated in Figure 3.1, using Aurora Energy’s Tariff 31 as a retail energy product.
Figure 3.1 Avoidable and non-avoidable costs of retail supply (Tariff 31) and a feed-in tariff comprising avoidable
costs

Retail costs
RET costs

c/kWh

Unavoidable costs

Network charges
Wholesale energy costs
NEM participation fees
Ancillary services fees

Avoidable costs

Value of network losses

Tariff 31

Feed-in tariff

The FiT rate is set too low if retailers make greater profits by selling electricity from distributed
generation systems than from large scale generators. It is set too high if the outcome is higher
prices for other retail customers or lower profits for retailers or other participants in
Tasmania’s electricity supply industry. The task is therefore to achieve the right balance
between the interests of the owners of distributed generation systems and the interests of
other customers and industry participants.
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The Economic Regulator is proposing to adopt the same approach to this investigation, taking
into account:


decisions made in other jurisdictions; and



the specific circumstances applying in Tasmania.

Much of the analysis in this report focuses on solar PV systems as they are by far the most
common type of small scale distributed generation systems in Tasmania. Other distributed
generation systems, such as small scale wind generators, exhibit similar characteristics to solar
PV, including how they are used by customers, how excess energy is exported and the impact
on the electricity network more broadly. In this report, the terms ‘solar PV’ and ‘distributed
generation’ are generally used interchangeably.
The Regulator is proposing to determine a FiT rate that will apply to all distributed generation
systems. This approach is largely consistent with the approach adopted in other Australian
jurisdictions.
However, should conditions materially change in the future, the Economic Regulator may
consider differential FiT arrangements based on the generation technology installed.
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D ECI SI ONS MADE BY
REG UL ATOR S IN OTHER
J UR I SDICTIONS

This chapter provides an overview of FiT decisions made recently in other jurisdictions with
respect to calculating the value of energy exported to the grid by small customers.
The information outlined in this chapter will be used to inform the Economic Regulator’s
decision in respect to the regulated FiT rate for Tasmania in subsequent sections of this Draft
Report.

4.1

Methodologies

Australian state and territory regulators use the net financial benefit to retailers or avoided
cost method to determine the FiT rate.
Under this approach, changes in retailers’ costs and revenues arising from supply into the grid
from distributed generation and the on-selling of this electricity by retailers are calculated
taking into account the following:


forgone wholesale electricity purchases – since retailers are selling some electricity
purchased from owners of distributed generation instead of from large scale generators;



savings in NEM market and ancillary fees – because these are levied on retailers’ net
purchases through the NEM as measured by the Australian Energy Market Operator
(AEMO); and



electricity network energy losses - these tend to be low as electricity exported from
distributed generation reduces the need to transport electricity over long distances.

4.2

New South Wales

In New South Wales (NSW) electricity retailers are not obliged to offer customers a FiT for
their solar exports. However, many do. To help retailers and customers decide whether
market offers for FiTs are reasonable, the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal of NSW
(IPART) has set a ‘benchmark range’ for solar FiTs for each year since 2012.
In 2018, the NSW Government asked IPART to continue setting benchmarks for solar FiTs
annually for the three financial years from 2018-19 to 2020-21. IPART was also asked to set
time-dependent benchmark ranges for solar FiTs.
IPART has adopted the wholesale market method to determine its ‘all-day solar’ and
‘time-dependent’ FiT benchmarks. For 2018-19, IPART has set a benchmark range of 6.9 to
8.4 cents per kWh for ‘all-day solar’ exports, based on a forecast of the average price retailers
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would pay for solar exports across the day (weighted by solar output) as if they were buying
the energy on the wholesale market.13
The all-day FiT rate is calculated according to the following formula:
(Average forward price (ASX baseload price) x solar multiplier x network loss factor) + NEM fees and charges.

The average wholesale electricity price is forecast using NSW baseload electricity futures
contracts traded on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) averaging the daily close price over
40 days, including some adjustments to this range to accounts for forecasting uncertainty. The
solar multiplier is marginally less than one (0.99) for the 2018-19 benchmark, reflecting the
fact that wholesale prices are likely to be lower at the time of day when solar is exported to
the grid.
2018-19 benchmark range for ‘time-dependent solar’ exports is between 6.5 to 7.9 cents per
kWh for the ‘offpeak’ period from 6 am to 3 pm and between 7.4 and 17.2 cents per kWh at
other times, varying by the time block. However, IPART noted that over 90 per cent of solar
exports would occur in the lowest price time block (from 6.30 am to 3.30 pm).

4.3

Queensland

FiT arrangements in Queensland vary between South East Queensland (SEQ) and regional
Queensland. In SEQ, individual retailers determine the value of the FiT paid to solar PV
customers as part of their competitive offers.14 In regional Queensland, where there is limited
competition, the Queensland Competition Authority (QCA) sets the FiT rate.
Queensland’s Solar Bonus Scheme (SBS) pays eligible customers a prescribed FiT for surplus
electricity generated from small-scale solar PV systems and exported to the grid. The SBS was
closed to new customers on 30 June 2014 and replaced with a mandatory FiT for regional
Queensland,15 determined by the QCA each financial year in a Direction from the Minister for
Energy, Biofuels and Water Supply (the Minister).
The QCA adopts the direct financial benefit to retailer method for estimating a fair and
reasonable FiT rate and, for 2017-18, estimated a FiT rate of 10.102 cents per kWh.16
On 22 January 2018 the QCA received a Direction from the Minister to set the FiT rate for
regional Queensland for 2018-19, using the same methodology as for 2017-18. On the same
day, the Minister directed the QCA to provide advice on a time-varying solar feed-in tariff for
2018-19 in regional Queensland. The QCA’s advised the Minister that time-varying solar
pricing should incorporate the wholesale electricity spot price values for defined peak and
off-peak periods, consistent with the advice it provided for 2017-18.
In 2018-19, the FiT rate for regional Queensland decreased by seven per cent, to 9.369 cents
per kilowatt hour, primarily due to a reduction in wholesale energy prices.

13

IPART, Solar feed-in tariffs, the value of electricity from small-scale solar panels in 2018-19, Final Report, June
2018.

14

Queensland Productivity Commission, Solar feed-in pricing in Queensland - Final Report, June 2016.

15

The QCA is not required to determine a FiT rate to apply to customers in South-East Queensland in recognition
of the competition that exists between retailers operating in that market.

16

QCA, Solar feed-in tariff for regional Queensland, Final Report, May 2017.
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Victoria

Under section 40FBB of the Electricity Industry Act 2000 (Vic), the Essential Services
Commission (ESC) is required to determine one or more FiT rates that electricity retailers must
pay their customers for the electricity they export to the grid, whether the generation facility
uses wind, solar, hydro or biomass.
In making its determination, the ESC is required to take the following factors into account:


prices of electricity in the wholesale electricity market; and



any distribution and transmission energy losses avoided in Victoria by the supply of small
renewable energy generation electricity.

Following an inquiry conducted by the ESC in 2016 on the value of distributed generation,
legislation was amended in 2017 to allow the ESC to set time-varying FiTs using a wholesale
market method to set the underlying FiT rate. In 2017, the Victorian Government also issued
an Order in Council specifying a method for determining the social cost of carbon, which is
added to the singe-rate and time-varying FiT rates.
The minimum FiT rates to apply in Victoria from July 2018 have been calculated by the ESC
using the formula:
(Average wholesale electricity pool price + avoided market fees and ancillary service charges) x network losses +
value of avoided social cost of carbon

The ESC’s most recent decision sets out a single-rate FiT for 2019-20 of 12 cents per kWh and
time-varying FiT with off-peak, shoulder and peak rates of 9.9, 11.6 and 14.6 cents per kWh
respectively.17 Retailers are required to offer either a single-rate FiT or time-varying FiT rates.
All rates include 2.5 cents per kWh for the avoided “social cost of carbon”.

4.5

South Australia

Under section 25 of the Essential Services Commission Act 2002 (SA) the Essential Services
Commission of South Australia (ESCOSA) may make pricing determinations. Further, in
accordance with section 35A(1)(ba) of the Electricity Act 1996 (SA), ESCOSA may determine
feed-in tariffs in relation to electricity fed into a distribution network having regard to the fair
and reasonable value to a retailer of electricity fed into the grid (section 35A(2a) of that Act).
In 2016, ESCOSA announced its decision to no longer set a minimum amount for the
South Australian retailer-paid FiT (R-FiT) scheme, from 1 January 2017. Instead, each
electricity retailer is required to determine the R-FiT amount and structures it will pay to its
solar customers for electricity fed into the distribution network. Retailers are required to
demonstrate publicly how their offers provide benefits to solar customers.18
ESCOSA states that it will continue to monitor retailers’ offers to solar customers in order to
determine whether or not it is appropriate to set a minimum R-FiT amount in the future.

17

ESC, Minimum electricity feed-in tariffs to apply from 1 July 2019, Final decision, 28 February 2019.

18

ESCOSA, Retailer feed-in tariff - Review of regulatory arrangements - final decision, December 2016.
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Market offers by electricity retailers in South Australia include FiT rates for small customers of
11 cents per kWh (Origin), 6.8 cents per kWh (Alinta) and 16.3 cents per kWh (AGL).
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DIRE CT I MPACT S

In determining an appropriate FiT rate, the Economic Regulator’s approach is to
consider the net financial benefit to retailers of exported electricity with respect to
retailers’ avoidable costs. This methodology aims to ensure that customers receive a
return for the electricity they export to the grid which reflects the market value of that
energy to retailers.
This chapter relates to the single-rate FiT only and does not include the direct impacts
of a time-varying FiT rate, which are discussed in Chapter 7.
In examining the net financial benefit to retailers, the Economic Regulator has
considered the ability of retailers to avoid the following costs in selling electricity to
their customers from distributed generation:


the wholesale cost of purchasing electricity through the NEM;



transmission network charges;



distribution network charges;



transmission and distribution losses;



NEM fees;



Renewable Energy Target (RET) costs;



retail operating costs; and



business risk costs (retail margin).

While each of these items has been considered in other jurisdictions, and with similar
conclusions, the Economic Regulator considers it important to consider each item on its
merits in the Tasmanian context.

5.1

Wholesale electricity costs

When electricity enters the grid from distributed generation systems and is on sold by
retailers, the amount of electricity retailers need to purchase through the NEM is
reduced. Wholesale electricity costs are the costs of purchasing, through the NEM,
electricity that is then transmitted to customers through the transmission and
distribution networks.
Similar to the conclusions reached by regulators in other jurisdictions, the
Economic Regulator considers that this is an avoided cost that delivers a net financial
benefit to retailers and should be included in the estimate of the FiT. The challenge is
to determine the appropriate method to measure the amount of the avoided costs. Two
methods have typically been adopted by regulators in other jurisdictions to estimate
the avoided wholesale electricity costs.

24
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Wholesale market price method

Under this approach, the value of electricity exported by customers with distributed
generation is based on wholesale electricity prices in the NEM and the prices that
retailers pay to large scale generators. Wholesale spot prices vary over each day and
so it is necessary to take into account the time when this electricity is exported.
Each region of the NEM has its own spot market and data are publicly available on spot
market prices. In practice, retailers enter into hedging contracts with generators to
avoid the risks of purchasing all their wholesale energy in the spot market due to the
very large variability in spot prices. These contracts are confidential, however, and may
vary significantly within the same market. It is therefore necessary to use spot market
data to value the output of distributed generation systems. This approach requires the
following data to be obtained and analysed:


historical data on the market spot price on a half-hourly basis;



historical data on the times of the day in which distributed generation systems tend
to be exporting to the grid; and



forecasts of the spot price for the times of the day when distributed generation
systems are exporting to the grid.

Estimates can therefore be made of the market value of electricity from distributed
generation, based on the historical half-hourly times of electricity exports, the spot
prices in the NEM at the time these exports occur and an assessment of future spot
prices. This approach is only valid if these spot prices are reflected in retail prices in the
relevant retail markets.

5.1.2

Regulated wholesale price method

Under the regulated wholesale price method, the wholesale price used for FiT rate
determination purposes is the price used to determine the standard offer retail price
by the relevant regulator. This wholesale price is designed to reflect a market price that
would emerge from a competitive wholesale electricity market.
The Economic Regulator adopted this approach in the 2013 and 2016 Determinations.
In estimating Aurora Energy’s Notional Maximum Revenue, and in subsequently
determining standing offer prices, the Economic Regulator is required, under
section 40AB(3)(a) of the ESI Act, to calculate wholesale electricity costs based on a
wholesale electricity price. The wholesale electricity price is based on the forecast price
for the regulated load following swap product.19
In May 2016, the Government introduced changes to the legislation that affect the
annual price approval process. Section 40ABA of the ESI Act allows the Treasurer to
issue an Order to declare a wholesale electricity price (WEP) which becomes a
component of standing offer prices.

19

More details about the Economic Regulator’s approach to estimating the wholesale electricity price
and wholesale electricity costs are set out in Chapter 4 of the Economic Regulator’s 2016 Standing
Offer Investigation Final Report, May 2016.
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For 2018-19, the wholesale price that would have been determined by the Regulator
for standing offer prices under the 2016 determination would have been 9.81 cents
per kWh.20 This would have been the base price for the FiT rate for this year (before
allowance for losses and NEM fees). However, the wholesale price in the current
WEP Order is 7.97 cents per kWh, which is the base price for the current FiT rate.
Customers with distributed generation are benefiting from the lower standing offer
prices arising from the WEP Order for their imported electricity, but they are receiving
less than otherwise for their exported energy.
Recent amendments to Section 40AA(8) of the ESI Act also extend the application of the
current standing offer price determination until 30 June 2021; the expiry for the
regulated FiT determination is aligned with this expiry date.
The Queensland Competition Authority (QCA) also used the regulated wholesale price
method in its 2013 Determination and, more recently, in its 2018 Determination. In its
2013 Issues Paper, the QCA noted that:
For residential consumption, the retailer is charged according to its share of the
Net System Load Profile (NSLP) in the local network area, rather than the individual
consumption patterns of each household that it services. As such, the benefit to
the retailer is the extent to which the PV exports reduce its share of the NSLP. This
does not necessarily reflect the spot prices that the exports would have achieved
in the NEM at the time they were exported.

In applying the net financial benefit to the retailer methodology to determine the costs
a retailer can avoid, the QCA also noted that:
The Authority is attracted by the simplicity of (re-)using the wholesale energy cost
estimate that it uses for Tariff 11 as the value of the avoided wholesale cost in the
feed-in tariff. ….and is likely to provide the Authority’s best estimate of the value
of the PV exports to retailers in Energex’s distribution area. 21

In its 2018 Determination, the QCA has maintained its position on applying this
rationale to estimate a fair and reasonable FiT for regional Queensland.22

5.1.3

Economic Regulator’s draft conclusion on wholesale electricity
costs

The wholesale market price approach appears to be theoretically more consistent with
COAG’s National Principles for Feed-in Tariff Arrangements. Specifically, Principle 1
states that:
Governments agree that residential and small business consumers with grid
connected micro generation should have the right to export energy to the
electricity grid and market participants should provide payment for exported

20

The method the Regulator must use to calculate the WEP is set out in clause 8.1(a) of the Regulator’s
Guideline, Standing offer price approval process in accordance with the 2016 Standing Offer
Determination (28 April 2016).

21

QCA, Issues Paper, Estimating a Fair and Reasonable Solar Feed-in Tariff for Queensland, August 2012,
pages 9-10.

22

QCA, 2018-19 Solar feed-in tariff Determination, May 2018.
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electricity which reflects the value of that energy in the relevant electricity market
and the relevant electricity network it feeds in to, taking into account the time of
day during which energy is exported. 23

However, in terms of simplicity and transparency, and noting the lack of effective
competition in the wholesale electricity market in Tasmania, the Economic Regulator
considers that adopting the wholesale electricity price used in determining standing
offer prices in Tasmania to be preferable.
As the Treasurer can issue a WEP Order for a given pricing period, the
Economic Regulator therefore proposes:


using the wholesale electricity price as determined by the Economic Regulator for
standing offer prices; or



if a WEP Order has been issued by the Treasurer for the relevant pricing period,
using the WEP Order price.

5.2

Network costs

Network costs comprise two components: transmission and distribution charges. These
network costs (including metering) are included in retailers costs to supply electricity to
their customers.

5.2.1

Transmission costs

Transmission costs are the costs of operating and maintaining the transmission
network. In terms of whether or not this cost can be avoided by retailers depending on
where the electricity is sourced from, there has been much debate in other jurisdictions
on what is theoretically achievable and what can practically be achieved through the
existing transmission charging structure.
Conceptually, transmission costs can be avoided through the supply of electricity from
distributed generation as less electricity is purchased from large-scale generators and
consequently less electricity is transmitted through the transmission network to
customers.
State regulators across Australia have typically recommended against any form of
payment for avoided transmission costs as part of solar FiT arrangements. Specifically,
IPART considers that as retailers do not receive any transmission-related savings when
individual customers export electricity, to include a value for avoided transmission costs
would mean that retailers would pay more for these exports than for purchasing
electricity on the NEM, and they would have to recoup this cost through higher prices.
IPART also noted that similar to avoided transmission costs, even where these exports
do create network-wide benefits, retailers do not capture these benefits. IPART found
that including a value for network benefits in solar FiTs would increase electricity prices
for all customers.24

23

See Attachment C of this report.

24

IPART, Solar feed-in tariffs - The value of electricity from small-scale solar panels in 2018-19, June 2018.
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Furthermore, it has been noted that, in some cases, use of the transmission system is
not prevented by distributed generation, and reinforcement of networks may be
necessary in some cases when two-way flows occur on parts of the network where
substantial volume of distributed generation has been installed.25
In 2015, IPART noted that it had:
…not included any avoided transmission expenditure in our wholesale market
value because there is currently no mechanism available for retailers to claim
avoided transmission costs on behalf of their PV customers. 26

The transmission charges that TasNetworks levies on retailers are generally based on
the amount of metered consumption at a customer’s property. This means that
transmission charges are imposed on customers regardless of where energy is sourced,
be it from hydro generation through the NEM or from a neighbouring rooftop solar PV
system. Furthermore, TasNetworks passes these transmission charges directly to the
retailer. A retailer cannot therefore derive a financial benefit from avoided transmission
changes due to its sale of electricity from distributed generation.
Any benefits from solar PV generation relating to the transmission network are likely to
accrue to all customers through the AER’s network pricing approvals. There appear to
be no mechanisms currently available for retailers to claim such benefits from exports
from distributed generation. Therefore, there is no means of accounting for, and
including, any of these benefits in the FiT rate.

5.2.2

Distribution costs

Distribution costs are the costs of operating and maintaining the distribution network.
The same issues arise as with transmission charges in terms of whether or not these
costs can be avoided by retailers.
Other Australian regulators have concluded that distribution charges do not represent
an avoidable cost for retailers and, therefore, should not be included in the calculation
of the FiT rate. For example, IPART noted that retailers are required to pay variable
network distribution charges based on the gross amount of electricity they supply to
customers. Charges are, therefore, incurred for electricity supplied regardless of where
and by whom it was exported to the grid.27 IPART also acknowledged that whilst
electricity produced from solar PV systems is often consumed in close proximity to
where it is generated, such that very little of the distribution network is used, due to
the current metering and billing arrangements retailers do not avoid distribution costs
in respect of excess electricity generated by solar PV systems. 28
In Tasmania, retailers cannot make a financial gain on distribution charges when
supplying customers from electricity generated by distributed systems. That is, as

25

ESC, The network value of distributed generation, Stage 2 Final Report, February 2017.

26

IPART, Solar feed-in tariffs, The subsidy-free value of electricity from small-scale solar PV units in
2015-16, Final Report (October 2015), page 11.

27

IPART, Solar feed-in tariffs, Setting a fair and reasonable value for electricity generated by small scale
solar PV units in NSW, Final Report (2012), page 52.

28

IPART, Solar feed-in tariffs, The value of electricity from small-scale solar panels in 2018-19, Final
Report, June 2018.
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distribution charges are based on metered consumption regardless of the source of
generation, TasNetworks passes these charges directly to retailers.
As with the transmission network, any benefits from solar PV generation relating to the
distribution network are likely to accrue to all customers through the AER’s network
pricing approvals, and there appears to be no mechanisms available for retailers to
claim such benefits specific to solar PV customers. Again, there is no means of
accounting for, and including, any of these benefits in the FiT rate.

5.2.3

Economic Regulator’s draft conclusion on network costs

Retailers must pay network costs on all the energy they sell, regardless of where and
how the electricity they sell to customers was generated. Therefore, retailers still pay
these costs when they supply electricity from distributed systems.
Based on the preceding discussion, electricity consumption from distributed generation
systems does not result in lower transmission and distribution charges for retailers than
if the electricity were purchased through the NEM. These costs therefore are not
avoidable costs to retailers and should not be taken into account when determining the
FiT rate.

5.3

Network loss factors

As electricity flows through the transmission and distribution systems, energy is lost due
to electrical resistance and the heating of conductors. Due to these losses the amount
of electricity generated is greater than the amount consumed. Consequently, retailers
must purchase more electricity from the wholesale market than is ultimately consumed
by customers. Retail prices charged to customers therefore include an amount for
energy lost in the electricity network. There are two loss factors: the Distribution Loss
Factor (DLF) and the Marginal Loss Factor (MLF).
The DLF represents the average energy loss incurred when electricity is transmitted
over the distribution network.
The MLF represents the average energy loss incurred when electricity is transmitted
over the transmission network. Distribution Network Service Providers determine the
DLFs to apply in each financial year and, after approval from the AER, provide the DLFs
to AEMO for publication. AEMO determines and publishes MLFs for each NEM region
for each financial year.29
When electricity is purchased from distributed systems, it reduces the amount of
electricity transported over long distances and therefore costs associated with network
losses are reduced.
To account for the fact that retailers avoid purchasing from the wholesale market both
the customer’s electricity and the additional amount that would have otherwise been
lost transporting it to the customer, it is appropriate that the wholesale electricity price
is adjusted for line losses when determining the FiT rate.

29

For 2018-19, the applicable published DLF for Tasmania was 1.0515 and the MLF was 1.0084.
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Other Australian regulators include loss factors when calculating their respective FiT
rates. The Economic Regulator agrees with this approach and proposes that loss factors
should be taken into account when determining the FiT rate. This has the effect of
increasing the FiT rate.

5.4

Ancillary service charges and market fees

Retailers pay market fees and ancillary services charges to AEMO based on the amount
of wholesale electricity they purchase through the NEM (to the Australian Energy
Market Operator, AEMO). As the amount of wholesale electricity purchased through
the NEM is reduced by exports from distributed generation, the liability of retailers for
market fees and ancillary service fees is also reduced as they are calculated on a lower
volume of wholesale electricity.
Given this, the Economic Regulator proposes taking NEM fees into account in
determining the FiT rate, which is consistent with the position of regulators in other
jurisdictions. This also has the effect of increasing the FiT rate.

5.5

Renewable Energy Target costs

The Australian Government’s Renewable Energy Target (RET) scheme creates a
guaranteed market for renewable energy, using a mechanism of tradable certificates
with each certificate representing one megawatt hour of renewable electricity
generated.
The RET comprises two separate schemes: the Large Renewable Energy Target (LRET)
and the Small-Scale Renewable Energy Scheme (SRES).
The LRET supports development of large scale wind and solar projects. Electricity
retailers must purchase and surrender a set number of Large-scale Generation
Certificates (LGCs) each year. The number of LGCs to be surrendered each calendar year
is calculated using the Renewable Power Percentage (RPP) which is determined by the
Clean Energy Regulator (CER).
The SRES supports investment in smaller technologies such as rooftop solar panels,
solar hot water heaters and small-scale wind systems through the generation of
Small-scale Technology Certificates (STCs). The SRES is an uncapped scheme such that
all STCs created must be purchased by electricity retailers. The number of STCs
electricity retailers must purchase and surrender over the course of each calendar year
is calculated using the Small-scale Technology Percentage (STP) determined by the CER.
From 2017, the deeming period for small-scale solar systems was reduced to 14 years
and will continue to decline by one year, every year until the scheme ends in 2030.
The RPP and STP are applied to the amount of wholesale electricity purchased by the
retailer in a calendar year adjusted for the applicable distribution loss factors.
Wholesale purchasers of electricity who are liable under the RET (generally retailers)
are required to purchase and surrender certificates in accordance with the RET, in
proportion to their total electrical purchases from an electricity grid (with an installed
capacity of 100 MW or more).

30
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In June 2015, the Australian Government set a new 2020 target for large-scale
generation of 33 000 GWh. The target stays the same from 2020 to 2030 and new
renewable energy power stations can continue to be accredited under LRET until
2030.30
By law, electricity consumers pay for this Australian Government requirement through
obligations imposed on wholesale electricity purchasers (including retailers), which
then pass through the cost of complying with the obligations to customers.
As RET costs are calculated on the amount of electricity purchased each year by a
retailer, whether from roof top solar PV systems, other distributed generation systems
or from large scale generators through the NEM, retailers are unable to avoid RET costs.
IPART also noted that it would not be appropriate to provide FiT customers with a
premium on the FiT rate (as compensation for the value of the renewable energy
generated) as FiT customers already received the benefit of offsetting the value of the
renewable energy certificates against the installation costs of solar PV system.31
The Queensland Productivity Commission made a similar comment in its
recommendation on FiTs, noting that investors already receive a subsidy from the SRES
for emissions reduction and any additional subsidy paid through a FiT would be poorly
targeted and result in a high cost of abatements, as well as large cross-subsidies
between electricity consumers.32
Given this, these costs are unavoidable to the retailer and the Economic Regulator
proposes not taking RET costs into account when determining the FiT. This is consistent
with the findings of other regulators and the advice provided by the CER as part of the
FiT reviews conducted in other jurisdictions.33

5.6

Retail operating costs

Retail operating costs are those costs incurred in running a retail electricity business.
These include:


costs associated with billing and revenue collection;



call centre costs;



customer information costs;



corporate overhead costs;

30

http://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/RET/About-the-Renewable-Energy-Target
(accessed 21 January 2019).

31

IPART, Solar feed-in tariffs - The value of electricity from small-scale solar panels in 2018-19, Draft
Report, May 2018.

32

QPC, Solar feed-in pricing in Queensland, Final Report, June 2016.

33

See IPART, Solar feed-in tariffs, Setting a fair and reasonable value for electricity generated by small
scale solar PV units in NSW, Final Report (2012), page 53, ESCOSA, 2012 Determination of solar feedin-tariff premium, Final Price Determination (2012), page 42 and QCA, Estimating a fair and reasonable
solar feed-in-tariff for Queensland (2013), pages 23 and 24.
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regulatory compliance costs; and



marketing costs.

31

These costs tend to vary in proportion to the number of customers and are not reduced
if retailers’ customers are supplied with electricity from distributed generation rather
than from large-scale generation through the NEM.
Regulators in other jurisdictions have examined whether retailers’ operating costs for
serving solar PV system customers would be higher than the cost of serving other
customers. They have found that while different customers incurred different retail
costs, there was insufficient evidence to suggest solar PV customers were more
expensive to serve than non-solar PV system customers. IPART also considered that the
cost to serve in respect to solar PV system customers would likely fall over time as these
customers became more familiar with their solar PV systems and concluded that there
could be cost savings in terms of reduced bad debt risks associated with solar PV
customers due to the relatively lower bills received by those customers.34
Frontier Economics in a more recent study also found no clear evidence that the costs
of arranging retail supply are affected by solar PV exports.35 Both IPART and the QCA
made similar remarks in their recent feed-in tariff reports, noting that retailers still incur
operating costs when they supply electricity services to customers, regardless of where
and how the electricity was generated.36,37
The Economic Regulator agrees with these views and proposes not taking retail
operating costs into account when determining the FiT rate.

5.7

Business risk costs (retail margin)

Retailers assume business risks in providing electricity retail services and are therefore
entitled to receive a return on their investment in the business. The retail margin is
intended to compensate investors for committing capital to a business and for
accepting the range of commercial risks they face. In relation to regulated standing
offer prices, it is a percentage applied to the sum of the retailer’s costs as reviewed and
approved by the Economic Regulator.
A retailer’s business risks are not reduced by the sale of electricity sourced from
distributed generation rather than through the NEM. As there is no reduction in the
business risks faced by retailers, it is not appropriate for any component of the retail

34

See IPART, Solar feed-in tariffs, Setting a fair and reasonable value for electricity generated by small
scale solar PV units in NSW, Final Report (2012), page 51, ESCOSA, 2012 Determination of solar feedin-tariff premium, Final Price Determination (2012), pages 43 and 44 and QCA, Estimating a fair and
reasonable solar feed-in-tariff for Queensland (2013), pages 27 and 28.

35

Frontier Economics, 2018 Solar Feed-in Tariff Review – A Final Report prepared for IPART, March 2018.

36

IPART, Solar feed-in tariffs, The value of electricity from small-scale solar panels in 2018-19, Final
Report, June 2018.

37

QCA, Determination 2018–19 Solar feed-in tariff, May 2018.
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margin to be provided to customers with distributed generation. This is the same
conclusion reached by regulators in other jurisdictions.38
The Economic Regulator therefore proposes not taking these costs into account in
determining the FiT rate.

5.8

Issues for consultation - direct impacts

Based on the above analysis, the Economic Regulator proposes that the following direct
items should be considered when calculating the FiT rate:


wholesale electricity costs;



network losses; and



NEM fees.

In relation to the direct financial benefits retailers receive with respect to distributed
generation, the Economic Regulator is seeking comment on:


the proposed inclusion of wholesale electricity costs, network losses and NEM
fees in calculating the FiT rate;



estimating wholesale electricity costs using the regulated wholesale electricity
price used in the determination and approval of regulated standing offer prices
rather than the market price method; and



the proposed exclusion of all other direct impacts.

38

See IPART, Solar feed-in tariffs, The value of electricity from small-scale solar panels in 2018-19, Final
Report, June 2018 and QCA, Estimating a fair and reasonable solar feed-in-tariff for Queensland (2013),
page 28.
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I NDI RECT IMPACT S

This chapter considers indirect costs and benefits to Tasmania’s electricity supply industry
arising from distributed generation systems and the appropriateness of including those costs
and benefits when determining a FiT rate.
This chapter relates to the single-rate FiT rate only and does not include the indirect impacts
of a time-varying FiT rate, which are discussed in Chapter 7.
This chapter examines the impact of distributed generation systems on:


average network loss factors;



wholesale electricity prices;



potential deferral of network augmentation costs;



the potential need for network reinforcing costs; and



security of supply.

6.1

Average network loss factors

As discussed in Section 5.3, given that electricity exported from distributed generation reduces
the need to transport electricity over long distances, the energy losses that normally occur
when electricity is transported across the transmission and distribution network are reduced.
The Economic Regulator proposes taking these specific energy losses into account as a direct
financial impact for retailers when determining the FiT rate.
However, all other Tasmanian electricity users may derive an indirect benefit through a
reduction in the average network loss factors. The more electricity produced and used from
distributed generation (whether it is used directly by the system owners or exported to the
grid), the less electricity is purchased from large-scale generators across the NEM. This means
that less electricity is transported across the transmission and distribution networks resulting
in lower average network loss factors. Lower loss factors mean lower costs and prices for all
customers when loss factors are updated annually.
Similar to other jurisdictions, network loss factors are averaged across an entire customer class
within the low voltage network of the distribution system. As noted by regulators in other
jurisdictions, this means that any financial benefits associated with a reduction in loss factors
due to PV exports will be shared equally among all customers within that tariff class.39
It is unclear as to the extent to which losses within the network may change with increased
use of distributed generation systems. More importantly, if all customers do benefit from
lower tariffs and a payment to reflect the benefit is included in the FiT rate, the benefits are
effectively provided twice, at the expense of the retailers.

39

See IPART, Solar feed-in tariffs, setting a fair and reasonable value for electricity generated by small scale solar
PV units in NSW, Final Report (2012), page 78.
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Given this, Economic Regulator considers that any reduction in costs due to lower average
network loss factors should not be included in determining the FiT rate. This is consistent with
decisions of regulators in other Australian jurisdictions.

6.2

Impact on wholesale electricity prices

In the wholesale market, generators offer to supply electricity at designated prices every five
minutes of every day. AEMO stacks these bids from lowest to highest (a merit order), with the
aim of meeting prevailing demand in the market in the most cost effective way. Distributed
generation reduces the total supply required from the wholesale market. This means that the
generation market can be settled at a lower bid in the merit order thereby lowering spot prices
(the merit order effect). Retailers, and subsequently customers, receive the benefits of lower
wholesale electricity prices.
Regulators in other jurisdictions have also considered the benefit that distributed generation
can provide in lowering the wholesale spot price for electricity.
The lower spot price is a normal part of the competitive market process which occurs when
the supply of a good or service increases. As noted by IPART:
…any new source of generation in the wholesale electricity market may contribute to a
reduction in wholesale spot prices. However the generator who contributes to this price
reduction does not receive any payment to reflect a wider market benefit. Likewise, a
customer who consumes electricity by switching on an appliance and thereby increasing
the market demand for electricity and electricity prices for all customers is not required
to compensate the other customers for these higher prices. These are just normal
outcomes of a competitive market.40

The Queensland Productivity Commission agreed with this view and also noted that paying
solar PV customers for any reduction in wholesale market prices would likely result in overall
higher electricity prices for all consumers:
Solar PV owners should not be paid for any impact on wholesale prices. Governments do
not reward generators for reducing the wholesale price, just as suppliers in other markets
are not paid for increasing supply. 41

Distributed generation during the day in Tasmania can allow Hydro Tasmania to build up its
storages to generate energy at later times or export to Victoria when prices are high. This may
result in lower wholesale electricity prices in Tasmania overall (provided there are no water
storage supply issues), though the price impacts are unclear. The relatively small scale of
distributed generation, compared to the total amount of electricity generated in Tasmania42,
suggests that it is unlikely to have a measureable impact on wholesale electricity prices.

40

IPART Solar feed-in tariffs, The value of electricity from small-scale solar panels in 2018-19, Final Report,
June 2018.

41

QPC, Solar feed-in pricing in Queensland, Final Report, June 2016.

42

In 2017-18 distributed generation exported around 93 GWh of electricity to the grid. Total Tasmanian demand
in the same period was 10 909 GWh.
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More importantly, if customers benefit from lower wholesale electricity prices and a payment
to reflect the benefit is returned to PV customers, the benefits are effectively provided twice,
at the expense of the retailer.
Given this, the Economic Regulator proposes not taking into account the impact of distributed
generation on the wholesale spot price from the merit order effect or on Hydro Tasmania’s
storages when determining the FiT rate.

6.3

Potential deferral of network augmentation costs

The increased uptake of distributed generation may potentially lead to a reduction in future
network costs depending on the specific location, level of penetration and local load
characteristics. As demand for electricity increases, the capacity of the network must also
increase, particularly the transmission system if the additional supply is sourced from new
large-scale generating plants.
As exports from distributed generation usually do not use the transmission network or require
electricity to travel long distances along the distribution network, some of this investment
could potentially be deferred which avoids additional network costs for all customers.
However, analysis of network data in other jurisdictions has not identified any material
network savings from solar PV. In Queensland, the QPC found that while solar PV may be able
to defer network expenditure in some specific locations, any savings that may arise are unlikely
to outweigh the additional costs incurred from integrating solar PV into the network.43 In
examining the coincidence of solar generation and maximum peak demand, it found that for
a large number of Queensland zone substations, where peak demand occurs after 6pm, at the
time of the peak, the load profile on the substation with and without distributed generation
was the same. It concluded that the installation of additional solar provides no benefit in terms
of peak reduction.
The ESC, in a recent inquiry into the value of distributed generation to electricity networks,
made similar observations, noting that while there was some evidence of distributed
generation creating network benefits, those benefits at present are relatively modest.44 It also
concluded that due to the variability of the potential value of distributed generation on the
network, across both location and time, a broad-based feed-in tariff would be an unsuitable
tool for remunerating network value.
There may be several other reasons why a network extension or augmentation may not occur.
This may include, for example:


investment in energy efficient technology by some customers reducing overall demand;



changes in economic conditions; and



government policy changes with regards to network standards.

Under these circumstances, no individual party is compensated for their potential
contribution towards avoided network investment. All parties benefit from the avoided

43

Queensland Productivity Commission, Solar feed-in pricing in Queensland - Final Report, June 2016.

44

ESC, The network value of distributed generation, Inquiry Stage 2 Final Report, February 2017.
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network expenditure, similar to how all parties benefit from reduced average loss factors and
wholesale electricity prices through the merit order effect as discussed in Section 5.3.
Additionally, networks are built with the capacity to supply customers at peak demand times,
which are typically during the early morning in Tasmania during the winter period. However,
as solar energy is generated only during daylight hours and peaks during the summer months,
it does not make any significant contribution to meeting peak demand. Consequently,
networks still need to be built to meet peak demand and operated regardless of whether or
not solar energy is generated. As such, there would not appear to be any deferred network
augmentation costs avoided due to the connection of solar PV installations to the network.45
This is consistent with conclusions reached by regulators in other jurisdictions that suggest
that potential benefits from deferred network investment are either small or difficult to
measure.46 Studies have also shown that even in areas of the network in which solar PV exports
do occur at times of peak demand, it does not necessarily reduce network costs.
Frontier Economics47 noted:
The reason is that many parts of the transmission system and distribution network have
ample spare capacity, so that even if solar PV exports do contribute to reducing peak
demand this may not result in any material cost saving from avoided or deferred
investment.

When this issue was considered by the Australian Energy Market Commission (AEMC) in 2016,
it found that even in areas where there was projected network congestion, payments to
embedded generators (such as solar) can increase costs to consumers while offering little or
no deferral of network investment.48
Again, including the value of these potential benefits in the FiT rate paid to customers with
distributed generation would double count the benefits at the expense of the retailer. This
issue is also discussed further in section 7.4.4 in relation to time-varying FiT rates.
Given this, the Economic Regulator considers that all benefits of avoided network investment
should accrue to all parties and proposes not taking this factor into account when determining
the FiT rate.

6.4

Potential need for network reinforcement costs

Increased installation of distributed generation has the potential to add additional costs and
risks to the operation of electricity networks. This is particularly the case for intermittent
distributed generation systems such as solar PV.
The Productivity Commission’s 2013 Report49 found the massive growth in residential PV
installations since 2009 is imposing added costs for some networks. It noted that the AEMC
has found that issues related to voltage rise and harmonic imbalances are a concern for the

45

See TasNetworks’ Annual Planning Report 2018 (page 49).

46

See for example, IPART, Solar feed-in tariffs -The value of electricity from small-scale solar panels in 2018-19,
Draft Report, May 2018.

47

Frontier Economics, 2018 Solar Feed-in Tariff Review – A Final Report prepared for IPART, March 2018

48

AEMC, Local Generation Network Credits, Final Rule Determination, December 2016,

49

Productivity Commission Inquiry Report Volume 2, Electricity Network Regulatory Frameworks, April 2013.
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network where high concentrations of PV installations occur. Distribution network operators
have made similar submissions, noting that the high level of solar PV on parts of the grid is
causing issues of network stability and voltage control. Ergon Energy’s submission to the
Productivity Commission’s report noted:
Networks have not been designed to handle large export power flows at the distribution
level … In Ergon Energy’s experience, high penetration levels of distributed generation
have resulted in additional network augmentation costs. (sub. DR63, p. 8).

These issues for the network arise because solar energy is not able to respond, with
reasonable certainty, to the ongoing needs of the power system. As an example, solar energy
cannot be relied upon to assist with the control of frequency deviations within the power
system. Furthermore, because most solar inverters have been designed to disconnect
themselves from the network if power system frequency does not meet a pre-defined
operating band, there is the potential for many inverters to simultaneously disconnect from
the system. A large volume of solar electricity may, therefore, stop being generated and
exported to the grid with little warning, which may worsen the effects of any initial system
frequency deviation. This adds risks to the network in terms of maintaining a continuous stable
flow of electricity to customers.50
In a report for IPART, Frontier Economics found that solar exports may impose additional costs
on the distribution network, such as investment to support bi-directional flows of electricity
to handle the volume of solar exports.51
In Queensland, the QPC noted in its 2016 Solar FiT Pricing Report that increasing solar
penetration is driving network issues that require additional operating expenditure, and, in
some cases, capital investment.52 It noted that approved expenditure directly related to
solar PV over the regulatory period amounted to more than $73 million ($2014-15).
However, while this is the case, it is important to note that frequency control issues can
potentially arise due to the connection of other generation sources including traditional
synchronous generators, wind farms and HVDC (High Voltage Direct Current) interconnectors
such as Basslink.
Frequency issues are currently managed by AEMO. AEMO is responsible, under the
National Electricity Rules (NER), for ensuring that the power system is operated in a safe,
secure and reliable manner. In order to fulfil this obligation, AEMO controls key technical
characteristics of the power system such as frequency, voltage and system restart services
through ancillary service markets. The NER provides AEMO with mechanisms to purchase
required services and recover a proportion of the costs from retailers according to a set of
recovery rules. The increased installation of solar PV systems therefore has the potential to
increase some ancillary fees which would be passed on to all customers.

50

In, early 2015-16, Standards Australia undertook consultation on proposed revised minimum performance and
safety standards for the design, construction and operation of inverters intended for use in inverter energy
systems used for the injection of electric power through an electrical installation connected to the electricity
distribution network. The proposed replacement standards are AS/NZS 4777.1 Grid connection of energy
systems via inverters - installation requirements and AS/NZS 4777.2 Grid connection of energy systems via
inverters - inverter requirements.

51

Frontier Economics, 2018 Solar Feed-in Tariff Review – A Final Report prepared for IPART, March 2018

52

Queensland Productivity Commission, Solar feed-in pricing in Queensland - Final Report, June 2016.
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At present, it is difficult to predict when system frequency issues may arise due to the export
of electricity from distributed generation, especially from solar PV systems. The precise nature
of the risks and any resultant costs to rectify identified issues, are therefore matters for future
consideration. This is an ongoing issue which is being investigated not only in Tasmania, but in
other mainland jurisdictions. It is relevant to note that the mainland regions of the NEM have,
in aggregate, solar PV system capacities that are now comparable with installed wind
generation capacity.
The Economic Regulator considers this to be a system wide issue, in which roof top solar PV
systems play an increasing role. Given this, the Economic Regulator considers this issue is best
considered at a system wide level rather than being incorporated in a FiT for rooftop solar PV
owners.
Furthermore, similar to the points made above, including a value for potential network
reinforcement costs in the determination of the FiT rate (which would reduce the rate) would
be double counting the cost at the expense of customers with distributed generation.

6.5

Environmental benefits

There are a number of environmental benefits associated with using solar generation
compared to traditional forms of power generation such as coal power. These include reduced
carbon emissions and reduced dependence on fossil fuels. It has been argued that the FiT
should act as a mechanism for promoting increased solar PV installations due to the associated
environmental benefits.
However, under the ‘net financial benefits to retailers’ method of determining the FiT rate,
these benefits (if they are able to be quantified) should not be included as the retailers cannot
recover the value of the payments made (unless there is a direct subsidy from a government).
Furthermore, given the value of the certificates provided through SRES, the evidence suggests
that solar PV customers are already financially compensated for emissions abatements and
other environmental benefits provided by solar PV installations.53

6.6

Security of supply

Additional generation from distributed energy resources such as solar PV reduces reliance on
Tasmania’s hydro generation by displacing the potential energy of water in Hydro Tasmania’s
storages. This, in turn, improves security of supply, particularly when Tasmania is experiencing
drought conditions or there is a prolonged Basslink outage.
However, given that total exports from Tasmanian grid-connected solar PV systems for
2017-18 was around 93 GWh (ie around 0.6 per cent of total energy in storage54), the
Economic Regulator considers that, at present, the impact is very small. The current regulatory
arrangements do not provide a mechanism whereby security of supply benefits attributable
to solar PV customers can be recovered by the retailer and, therefore, included in the FiT.

53

Queensland Productivity Commission, Solar Feed-in Pricing in Queensland: Draft Report, March 2016, page 87.

54

Tasmanian Economic Regulator, Energy in Tasmania Report, 2017-18, page 5.
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Issues for consultation - indirect impacts

Based on the above analysis, the Economic Regulator does not propose including any of the
indirect impacts discussed in this chapter in calculating the regulated FiT rate.
In relation to the indirect impacts of the export of excess electricity generated by small-scale
distributed generation systems the Economic Regulator is seeking comment on the proposed
exclusion of the following indirect impacts in calculating the regulated FiT rate:


average network loss factors;



impact on wholesale electricity prices;



potential deferral of network augmentation costs;



the potential need for network reinforcing costs;



emissions reductions; and



security of supply.
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T IME -VARYING FEED -IN TAR I F FS

The Tasmanian Government has asked the Economic Regulator to investigate the merits of
introducing a time-varying FiT in Tasmania and to report back by the end of 2019 (See
Attachment B).
This chapter presents information on the potential benefits, costs and structure of
time-varying FiTs in Tasmania. The information presented in this chapter is separate to the
matters considered earlier in this report.
The Economic Regulator will take into account the comments from stakeholders in response
to the information presented in this chapter when assessing the merits of introducing a
time-varying FiT in Tasmania.
The Economic Regulator will include its findings either in the Final Report in May 2019, or in a
separate report by 31 December 2019.

7.1

Time-varying feed-in tariffs

A time-varying FiT is one in which the rate paid to owners of distributed generation for their
exports varies depending on the time of day and potentially the time of year. Time-varying FiT
rates reflect the fact that wholesale prices vary across the day.
The principles underlying the adoption of time-varying FiTs are the same as those underlying
the move towards more cost reflective pricing models in the electricity supply industry. Firstly,
varying the FiT rate according to peak and off-peak periods may better reflect the market value
of that energy. Secondly, it could encourage customers to export more power into the grid
when demand for electricity is higher. These behavioural changes may provide benefits to the
grid such as alleviating pressures of high demand and reducing the wholesale cost of electricity
during peak periods.
To set time-varying FiT rates, it is necessary to use the wholesale market price method as set
out in section 5.1.1 above to determine the value of electricity exports from distributed
generation. This approach requires data on the market spot price in Tasmania on a half-hourly
basis.

7.2

Regulator’s approach to assessing the merits of a time-varying
feed-in tariff

The Government’s request to investigate the merits of a time-varying FiT asked the Economic
Regulator to determine both:


the effectiveness of a time-varying FiT in the Tasmanian context; and



the feasibility of introducing a time-varying FiT.

In the context of this investigation, the Economic Regulator considers that ‘effectiveness’
relates to whether a time-varying FiT can achieve the desired objectives and ‘feasibility’ is
whether a time-varying feed-in tariff is technically possible and can be introduced in a cost
effective way.
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Given the principles underlying time-varying tariffs described above, the Economic Regulator
recognises that the desired objectives of a time-varying FiT are:


to ensure that customers with distributed generation receive fair prices for the electricity
they export;



to put downward pressure on wholesale electricity prices by discouraging consumption
and encouraging exports at peak demand periods and defer the need for potentially
higher cost generation; and



to provide benefits to the grid by reducing peak demand and network congestion,
thereby reducing the need for expensive network investment.

Given these principles, the Regulator’s main considerations when assessing the merits of
introducing a time-varying FiT in Tasmania are:


whether customers with distributed generation receive fairer prices than under a single
FiT rate;



whether a time-varying FiT would have any significant impact on wholesale prices in
Tasmania;



whether the Tasmanian electricity network faces, or will face in the near or medium term,
issues with peak consumption or network congestion that would be reduced as a result
of introducing a time-varying FiT; and



whether a time-varying FiT is the most efficient way to achieve the desired outcome.

Any proposed change to the FiT structure must also meet a cost:benefit test. That is, the
benefits of implementing a time-varying tariff rate would need to outweigh the costs,
principally in terms of the impact on the network and on customers. The costs associated with
introducing a time-varying FiT would therefore need to be quantified and assessed as part of
the cost-benefit assessment.

7.3

Time-varying FiTs in other jurisdictions

Other jurisdictional regulators have set time-varying FiT rates at the request of their respective
governments. Jurisdictional regulators in New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland have set
time-varying FiT rates or benchmarks, as an alternative to single-rate/all-day FiT rates.
Retailers in these states are able to offer solar system owners a choice between a single-rate
and a time-varying tariff.
It is likely that these requests have arisen following the Productivity Commission’s 2013
report,55 which highlighted the effectiveness of time-varying electricity prices in managing
demand, especially peak demand, which is a key driver of investment in generation and
network capacity in other jurisdictions. Electricity demand in all states in the NEM peaks in
summer, except in Tasmania, which has winter-peaking due to demand for space heating.
In its report, the Commission suggested that time-varying tariffs could incentivise households
to change their electricity usage patterns and recommended the greater adoption of

55

Productivity Commission, Electricity Network Regulatory Frameworks, Vol 2, April 2013.
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technology to enable this to occur, to improve the efficiency of the network by discouraging
usage during what would otherwise be times of critical peak demand. The Commission also
argued that time-varying feed-in tariffs could potentially provide similar benefits by
encouraging householders with solar PV to orient units to maximise generation in periods of
peak demand.
While a time-varying FiT option is available in several states, retailers in New South Wales and
South Australia do not currently offer time-varying solar FiTs in their generally available market
offers. In Queensland, the time-varying feed-in tariff is only available to Ergon Energy’s retail
customers.

7.4

A time-varying FiT in Tasmania

7.4.1

Wholesale prices based on time blocks

Time-varying FiT rates in other jurisdictions generally reflect variations in the wholesale price
across a range of time blocks that are typically split into peak and off-peak periods over the
day.
To help inform the analysis of whether a time-varying FiT rate would be effective in Tasmania,
illustrative time-varying tariff base rates have been calculated based on historic wholesale
prices in 2016-17 and 2017-18.56 This is consistent with the methods adopted by regulators in
other jurisdictions that use various modelling techniques to project wholesale electricity prices
for the year ahead, during each of the time blocks that form the tariff structure.
The approach for setting benchmarks for time-varying FiT rates involves estimating what
retailers would pay for customers’ exports if this electricity were sold into the wholesale spot
market (the NEM) in the same way as other generators’ output.57 For illustrative purposes,
actual historic wholesale prices have been used to examine the potential structure of a
time-varying FiT in Tasmania.
Table 7.1 Time block structure for illustrative time-varying feed-in tariff
Time Periods

Tariff Rate

Mon – Fri: 7am – 10am | 4pm – 9pm

Peak

Mon - Fri: 10am – 4pm | 9pm - 7am

Off-Peak

Using the time blocks described above, the average price in each of the time blocks has been
estimated to generate illustrative base FiT rates, which are set out in Table 7.2.
The base rate is the rate before adjustments are made for network losses and market fees
(the rate would not be materially different with these losses and fees included). The data on
which these base rates rely, that is, the average Tasmanian wholesale price per half-hour time
block, are shown in Figure 7.1. State-wide demand has been included in the chart to show the
correlation between price and demand. It shows that the wholesale price, on average, closely

56

2015-16 Tasmanian wholesale spot prices were affected by a prolonged Basslink outage which increased
prices for a significant period, making data from this financial year an unreliable indicator of future price levels.

57

This is a hypothetical concept, as customers with small scale distributed generation cannot sell their exported
energy into the wholesale spot market.
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follows demand, with clear peaks in the morning and evening, correlating with increased
household demand for space heating.
Table 7.2 shows that while the average value of exports is higher in the early morning and late
afternoon, the difference in average wholesale prices between peak and off-peak time blocks
is relatively small, between 0.9 and 1.7 c/kWh.
The time periods or ‘time blocks structure’ adopted for the time-varying FiT rates immediately
below are aligned with time-of-use retail tariff blocks used for Aurora Energy’s Time-of-Use
standing offer retail tariff, Tariff 93.58 Using the spot market prices as set out above, the peak
and off peak rates with the time blocks used for Aurora Energy’s Pay As You Go (PAYG) product
are very similar to the peak and off peak rates using the time blocks in Tariff 93.
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Average Tasmanian demand 2017-18.
Time of use (ToU) peak periods shown relate to Aurora Tariff 93 ToU time blocks as at July 2018.
Spot prices are set at the end of the 30 minute interval, therefore the 7am ToU time block
correlates to the spot price at 7.30am.

Separate base rates for each time block have been calculated within the defined peak and
off-peak periods.

58

Tariff 93 - ‘off-peak’ applies to all weekends, which is not included in this analysis.

Tasmanian demand (MW)

Spot price ($/MWh)

Figure 7.1 Average Tasmanian wholesale spot prices (30 minute dispatch interval, $/MWh) and demand (MW),
1 July 2016 to 30 June 2018
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Table 7.2 Illustrative base rates for time-varying feed-in tariff (unadjusted wholesale value) (c/kWh)
Time window

c/kWh

Peak (7am – 10am)

9.26

Off-Peak (10am – 4pm)

7.93

Peak (4pm – 9pm)

8.85

Off-Peak (9pm - 7am)

7.52

The time blocks for a time-varying FiT could vary between seasons (as is the case with Aurora
PAYG). In Tasmania, demand reaches its peak on a cold winter’s morning, so the average
wholesale price tends to be much higher during winter than in summer. This is illustrated in
Figure 7.2 which shows the difference between the average 30 minute spot price over winter
and summer months.
Considering this seasonal variation, average base rates have been calculated using time blocks
for winter and summer. The time blocks have been selected based on the highest and lowest
values across the day using a colour scale to identify periods of peak, shoulder and off-peak
pricing (Table 7.3).
Figure 7.2 Average Tasmanian wholesale spot prices (30 minute dispatch interval, $/MWh), winter and summer
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Average daily Tasmanian wholesale spot prices between 1 July 2016 and 30 June 2018.
Winter period is from March to August; summer period is from September to February.

The time blocks identified using this method, and the average price for each over winter and
summer are shown in Table 7.4. The variation in the average wholesale price between time
blocks is a littler larger, up to 2.2 c/kWh, with average prices ranging between 6.9 and
9.8 c/kWh.
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Table 7.3 Average daily Tasmanian wholesale spot prices (30 minute dispatch interval, $/MWh) - 1 July 2016 to
30 June 2018
Time
12:30 AM
1:00 AM
1:30 AM
2:00 AM
2:30 AM
3:00 AM
3:30 AM
4:00 AM
4:30 AM
5:00 AM
5:30 AM
6:00 AM
6:30 AM
7:00 AM
7:30 AM
8:00 AM
8:30 AM
9:00 AM
9:30 AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM
11:00 AM
11:30 AM
12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM
10:00 PM
10:30 PM
11:00 PM
11:30 PM
12:00 AM
Notes:

1.
2.
3.

Annual
72.16
78.09
72.01
69.60
68.06
66.50
66.98
67.78
69.45
70.78
75.54
77.42
89.00
94.77
90.91
91.77
94.48
91.39
97.23
89.81
82.46
80.65
82.12
79.41
85.43
76.28
76.24
75.72
76.24
78.93
78.39
79.54
81.74
83.79
85.08
93.53
94.92
98.01
86.96
86.01
91.46
83.98
85.39
75.00
78.26
72.69
76.66
77.10

Summer
69.22
68.81
66.47
64.19
63.81
62.36
61.83
64.42
67.97
69.63
75.71
79.14
90.09
90.32
89.35
80.91
87.21
81.46
88.78
84.47
76.67
77.34
83.19
77.17
81.31
73.78
75.86
75.29
74.67
82.50
81.18
79.71
83.66
81.74
79.96
79.92
77.55
94.85
83.52
82.46
83.43
79.45
81.74
72.28
73.74
69.14
77.15
74.64

Winter
75.11
87.42
77.57
75.04
72.32
70.66
72.15
71.16
70.95
71.95
75.37
75.70
87.90
99.23
92.49
102.68
101.81
101.38
105.73
95.15
88.27
83.98
81.06
81.67
89.57
78.80
76.63
76.15
77.82
75.36
75.61
79.38
79.83
85.84
90.22
107.19
112.35
101.21
90.42
89.57
99.51
88.54
89.08
77.75
82.81
76.25
76.19
79.59

Based on the average of 2016-17 and 2017-18 historic Tasmanian wholesale spot prices.
Colour scale applied to differentiate intervals of high (orange) and low (blue) spot prices.
Spot prices are set at the end of the 30 minute interval, therefore a 7am ToU time window
correlates to the spot price at 7.30am.
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Table 7.4 Illustrative base rates for time-varying feed-in tariff (unadjusted wholesale value) (c/kWh)
Winter time block

c/kWh

Peak (6am - 10am)

9.83

Shoulder (10am - 12.30pm)

8.49

Off-Peak (12.30pm - 4.30pm)

Summer time block

c/kWh

Peak (6am - 10am)

8.66

7.74

Off-Peak (10am - 2.30pm)

7.73

Peak (4.30pm - 9.30pm)

9.54

Peak (2.30pm - 9.30pm)

8.23

Off-Peak (9.30pm - 6am)

7.58

Off-Peak (9.30pm - 6am)

6.94

The variation between base rates for time-varying FiTs in other jurisdictions is more
pronounced, with peak rates significantly higher than shoulder rates, which are significantly
higher than the off-peak rates. For example in Victoria, the peak time-varying FiT rate
(for 2017-18) from 3pm to 9pm on weekdays was 24.7c/kWh while the off-peak rate was
4.2c/kWh.59

7.4.2

Do time-varying FiT rates result in fairer prices to customers with
distributed generation?

The FiT rate for Tasmania for 2017-18 was 8.541 c/kWh. The above analysis suggests that,
given the relatively small difference between the peak and non-peak base rates for the same
year, the average price that customers with distributed generation would receive for their
exports may not be significantly different if a time-varying FiT were introduced in Tasmania.
As discussed below, similar results were found in Victoria and Queensland.

7.4.3

Potential impact of time-varying FiT rates on wholesale electricity prices
in Tasmania

For Tasmania, in 2017-18 around 93 GWh of electricity was exported from distributed
generation systems. This accounted for less than one per cent of total Tasmanian demand in
that year (10 909 GWh). At issue is whether, with a time-varying FiT, this creates incentives
for:


additional customers to install distributed generation systems (relative to a single rate
FiT);



existing customers with distributed generation systems to orient their units to maximise
generation in periods of higher FiT rates; and



customers with distributed generation systems to alter their consumption patterns to
increase their exports in periods of higher FiT rates.

It is expected that, given the relatively small share of total demand that is met by exports from
distributed generation, a very large response would be needed to affect wholesale electricity
prices in Tasmania. If a time-varying FiT is introduced but the difference in rates is relatively
small for different time blocks, this would limit the incentives for any major changes in
behaviour by customers.

59

2017-18 rates. In February 2019 the ESC’s decision on FiT rate to apply in 2019-20 (Minimum electricity feed-in
tariffs to apply from 1 July 2019: Final decision, February 2019) set the ‘peak’ rate to 14.6c/kWh.
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Potential benefits to the electricity network

Electricity networks are typically built to accommodate the highest level of demand from end
users at any given time (or the highest level in almost all circumstances). One of the main
arguments for introducing time-varying FiTs is to better manage peak demand problems by
providing a price signal to customers to change their consumption patterns. This is particularly
the case in jurisdictions such as Victoria and New South Wales where the electricity network
at times struggles to cope with periods of peak demand during summer when air conditioning
use is high.60
As peak demand is a key driver of investment in network capacity, measures to reduce
consumption at peak times have the potential to provide benefits to the network, which would
result in retail prices to consumers being lower than otherwise.
Unlike other jurisdictions that experience peak demand in summer, maximum demand on the
Tasmanian network usually occurs during early mornings or evenings in winter, largely as a
result of increased heating load. Solar PV systems rarely generate much electricity at these
times, meaning that the majority of solar generation does not coincide with the times when
the network is most in demand. According to TasNetworks, customers with solar PV often
place as much demand on the network as everyone else at these peak times.61
Since 2011-12, there has been a small decline in network usage in Tasmania each year,
principally for the distribution network. A key factor in the decline in this network use is the
increase in embedded generation,62, 58 as well as increased energy efficiency. This means that,
at a system level, there is some spare network capacity and, in the short term, any further
reductions in network usage from additional distributed generation will not result in the
benefit of deferred network investment
Forecasts of peak demand in TasNetworks’ Annual Planning Report 2018 show a continual
gradual growth in peak demand over the forecast period to 2027, with very modest average
annual growth rate of 0.5 per cent a year.63 Demand forecasts by TasNetworks and AEMO
show flat or low growth across the Tasmanian connection points over the forecast period to
2024, and consequently demand-driven network expenditure over this period is expected to
be low. Rather, much of the anticipated expenditure is required to reinforce regional networks
to support localised growth.
In general, the benefits to the network of a time-varying FiT are similar to the benefits from a
time-of-use consumption tariff. If designed correctly, a time-varying feed-in tariff rate has the
ability to send a price signal to customers as to the time that exporting to the grid has the
most benefit to the network and retailer. Time-varying FiTs can also encourage households to
consider installing west-facing panels, which generate energy later in the day to better meet
early morning and evening demand.
In other jurisdictions with high solar PV penetration, the network-related benefits of
distributed generation such as solar PV are well known. For example, in Victoria, the ESC
identified that distributed generation provides the most value from reductions in network

60

AEMO, Summer operations 2017-18 report, 28 November 2017.

61

TasNetworks, submission to the Government Solar Feed-in Tariff Review, August 2018.

62

Embedded generation including rooftop PV, biomass, gas and mini-hydro generation.

63

TasNetworks, Annual Planning Report 2018, pages 52 and 53.
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congestion, which can lead to the deferral of network expenditure and reduce the quantity of
unserved energy.64 However, those benefits are relatively modest at present and the extent
of this value depends on a number of variables including location, time, asset condition and
generation capacity. The ESC concluded:
The value of the grid services that distributed generation can provide is too variable –
between locations, across times, and between years – to be well suited for remuneration
via a broad-based tariff…If a broad-based network value feed-in tariff (FiT) was calculated
with sufficient granularity to reflect the underlying network value it would be
disproportionately complex and costly to implement. If it were made simple enough to
implement, it would be inadequately reflective of value and could lead to payments to
distributed generators who were not providing benefits, while at the same time, not
sufficiently rewarding those who were.64

With regard to the potential benefits for the Tasmanian network, it appears likely that there
would be similar issues with the application of a time-varying FiT rate that does not vary
between locations.
IPART also commented on whether solar exports are likely to provide system-wide net benefits
for networks, noting that consultants Frontier Economics in its expert advice to IPART found
that:
Solar exports are unlikely to contribute to meeting peak demand on the distribution and
transmission networks, and therefore unlikely to defer network costs. Across the
distribution networks, solar exports are likely to make only a small contribution to
meeting peak demand on the network in summer, and are likely to make no contribution
to meeting peak demand in winter. This is because winter peak demand occurs after the
sun has set. When solar exports do contribute to reducing peak demand this may not
result in any material cost saving from avoided or deferred network investment in the
short term, due to the spare capacity of much of the network. 65

Network benefits are only achieved if, in the counterfactual case, there would have been
substantial network investment. This would largely depend on growth in load. The potential
network benefits in Tasmania arising from a time-varying FiT may be less than mainland states
if there is less variation between peak and off-peak wholesale prices. There is also modest
growth in forecast network usage in Tasmania and it is yet to be determined whether there
are issues with managing peak network demand.
In the case of network expenditure to reinforce regional networks to support localised growth,
the issue is whether increased distributed generation arising from a time-varying FiT rate could
have an impact sufficient to defer or reduce this regional network expenditure.
In considering the net benefits of a time-varying FiT, it is also important to identify and
separate the benefits and costs from increased distributed generation under a time-varying
FiT rate from those that would result from a single-rate FiT rate.

64

ESC, The network value of distributed generation, Stage 2 Final Report, February 2017.

65

Frontier Economics, 2018 solar feed-in tariff review - a Final Report prepared for IPART, March 2018.
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Customer benefits

In terms of the financial benefits for owners of distributed generation, the scale of the benefit
is generally linked to the customers’ ability and willingness to change their behaviour. In some
cases, in order to realise a benefit, customers must have the capacity to significantly shift or
change their consumption patterns. When comparing a single FiT rate to time-varying rates,
the Queensland Productivity Commission (QPC) found that this capacity depends on a variety
of factors, including in-house consumption, electricity tariffs, solar panel installation
orientation and wholesale prices.66
In a simple comparison of single FiT rates compared to a time-varying FiT rates based on the
Queensland wholesale price, the QPC concluded that solar PV owners would not receive more
under time varying FiT rates. Undertaking a similar comparison, Victoria’s ESC also arrived at
the same conclusions, noting that the weighting method applied when setting the single rate
FiT is designed to ensure that annual payments to a typical solar PV generator are, in
aggregate, a reasonable approximation of the wholesale market value of those exports.67
Most of the customer benefits are realised only if customers have the ability to store energy
and control when it is exported to the grid. However, solar PV customers without batteries
can still benefit from a time-varying FiT by shifting their discretionary consumption to the
middle of the day when solar output is greatest.

7.4.6

Incentivising the installation of battery storage

There were approximately 276 solar PV systems in Tasmania with a battery system installed
as at 31 January 2019.68
A time-varying FiT may encourage more households to invest in battery technology by
providing price signals about when they should export their energy to the grid. The
introduction of embedded battery technology may assist with ‘peak shaving’ thereby deferring
the need to augment the network. The availability of time-of-use consumption tariffs and
time-varying FiT rates in conjunction with battery technology may also be beneficial to the
network as customers could offset their own consumption in addition to exporting electricity
to the network when demand is high.
Additionally, if customers were incentivised to discharge their batteries during periods of peak
demand, rather than during the day when load is typically low, it could reduce the instance of
low-voltage circuits becoming net generators, which can cause voltages to rise to
unacceptable levels.69
The key benefit provided by battery storage systems for households is the ability of
households to maximise self-consumption and discharge the battery at times when solar PV
generation is low and overall electricity demand is high (ie late evening and early mornings).
This behaviour would also benefit the network by reducing peak demand at times when solar

66

Queensland Productivity Commission, Solar feed-in pricing in Queensland - Final Report, June 2016.

67

ESC, The Energy Value of Distributed Generation, Distributed Generation Inquiry Stage 1 Draft Report,
April 2016.

68

Source: http://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au (Solar PV systems with concurrent battery storage capacity)
based on voluntarily disclosed data for batteries that were installed at the same time as the solar PV system.

69

TasNetworks, Annual Planning Review 2018, October 2018.
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generation is low. This is particularly the case in Tasmania where there is a mismatch between
peak demand and solar output which currently limits the ability of solar PV to alleviate peak
demand. Again, however, a key issue is the difference in FiT rates for different time periods,
as this provides the incentive for these behavioural changes.

7.5

Potential costs

The introduction of a time-varying FiT may also result in a range of costs and customer impacts
for those with and without distributed generation.

7.5.1

Additional network costs

There are a range of network costs related to distributed generation, especially solar PV. In
particular network impacts can be significant in areas where the level of solar PV generation
is high, causing issues with voltage and frequency that must be managed to maintain system
stability. For example, in its 2017 report on the value of distributed generation in Victoria, the
ESC noted that distributed generation may impose costs on the network, including reinforcing
the network to handle bi-direction flows on parts of the network where a substantial volume
of distributed generation has been installed.70

7.5.2

Implementation costs

Implementation of a time-varying FiT will give rise to costs and risks, and these need to be
examined as part of any consideration to introduce a time-varying FiT.
The introduction of a time-varying FiT would require the installation of advanced metering
infrastructure that can record energy usage in 30 minute intervals. To make a time-varying FiT
rate available to all customers would involve a mass meter exchange program to replace the
current Type 6 meters or significant recalibration of current Type 4 meters to measure net
export on a time-varying basis. One of the electricity retailers in Tasmania, Aurora Energy, has
already indicated that it is at capacity installing replacement meters for APAYG customers due
to the de-commissioning of its APAYG product during the 2019 calendar year. Therefore it is
likely that any request from an Aurora Energy customer to move to a time-varying FiT requiring
an advanced meter would, at least in the short-term, be met with a delay. The situation for
other retailers currently operating in Tasmania is not known at this time.
Advanced meters can be expensive to install, which would either be paid by each customer or
recovered through additional charges in electricity bills. It may also be necessary to convert
existing advanced meters to be suitable for recording exports from distributed generation
systems.
Aurora Energy has also advised the Economic Regulator that if a time-varying FiT rate were
introduced it would need to make changes to its billing system to ensure it could capture and
bill new data streams. The potential impact on other retailers is not known at this time.
TasNetworks has also noted that it would incur costs associated with the introduction of a
time-varying FiT. The Economic Regulator is seeking further details on these costs.

70

ESC, The network value of distributed generation, Stage 2 Final Report, February 2017.
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Customer impacts

Two options are to operate both a single FiT rate and a time-varying FiT rate for an indefinite
period, or to transition from a single FiT rate to a time-varying FiT rate over time. If the latter
approach is adopted, this would impose a more complex pricing structure for owners of
distributed generation and they may only receive the benefits if they significantly change their
behaviour. There would need to be a significant transition period during which both a
single-rate FiT rate and time-varying FiT rates would be set.
In relation to the appetite among customers to adopt more complex pricing structures, the
Australian Energy Regulator (AER) recently commented that customers are not moving to new
tariff structures, even when they have metering capable of supporting cost reflective tariffs.
It found that of the 35 per cent of customers with advanced metering, only 12 per cent were
on new tariff structures. In those networks with opt-in arrangements, few small customers
have elected to move voluntarily to a new tariff structure. It noted:
Market developments, including the rollout of smart metering and cost reflective tariffs,
are likely to make it harder for consumers to confidently engage in the market… 71

Customers with, or considering installing, distributed generation may potentially be impacted
by the introduction of a time-varying FiT rate in the following ways:


Complexity
It will take a conscious effort to change behaviour, such as reducing peak period
electricity use. While some customers carefully manage their electricity use, many do not
and they may secure little of no benefits of a time-varying FiT rate.



Communication and education
Changes to tariff structures require an education program and there is the potential for
misunderstanding and confusion. Informing customers on a new FiT rate structure would
take time and effort and result in costs for retailers and TasNetworks.



Imposition of additional costs on non-solar customers
It is unclear, at this stage, how the costs of implementing a time-varying feed-in tariff rate
would be recovered. The introduction of a time-varying FiT may impose additional costs
on customers without distributed generation if network upgrades and metering and
billing costs are recovered from all retail customers.

7.6

Setting a time-varying feed-in tariff rate

Section 44G of the ESI Act outlines the requirements for a FiT rate determination. It allows the
Regulator to determine a differential rate that varies according to either class of premises or
other factors specific in the determination. The FiT rate may be expressed as:
(a) a rate in relation to a kilowatt hour; or
(b) a method for determining a rate in relation to a kilowatt hour.

71

AER, State of the Energy Market 2018 - Power of Choice reforms, December 2018.
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The Act appears to provide sufficient flexibility to set both a single-rate FiT and a time-varying
FiT rate.
In relation to the method used to determine time-varying rates, the wholesale energy price
method would be appropriate for calculating the wholesale electricity cost component of the
time-varying FiT rate. It would take some time to establish a new methodology and determine
a time-varying FiT rate. It appears unlikely that a time-varying FiT rate could be introduced in
Tasmania before 1 July 2020.

7.7

Issues for consultation - time-varying feed-in tariff rate

This chapter of the Economic Regulator’s Draft Report has presented information on the
potential benefits and costs of introducing a time-varying FiT. The chapter has also presented
an illustrative base rate for a time-varying FiT.
In relation to the potential introduction of a time-varying feed-in tariff rate, the
Economic Regulator is seeking comments on:


the benefits of introducing a time-varying feed-in tariff;



the costs of introducing a time-varying feed-in tariff;



metering changes required to facilitate a time-varying feed-in tariff;



the timing for potential introduction of a time-varying feed-in tariff;



the proposed structure of time-varying feed-in tariff rates, as discussed in Section 7.4
of this Draft Report;



how customer behaviour may change under a time-varying FiT rate; and



whether, if a time-varying feed-in tariff rate is introduced, the single feed-in tariff rate
should be retained or phased out over time.
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8.1

Metering
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Unlike the situation applying in other Australian jurisdictions, most Tasmanian electricity
customers are connected to more than one electricity tariff, each of which is separately
metered. These are generally Tariff 31 for Light and Power (T31), and Tariff 41 for Hot Water
or Heating (T41).72
Solar PV systems must be connected to either the Tariff 31 or the Tariff 41 circuit. Most
customers connect their solar PV system to the Tariff 31 circuit.
In August 2013 the Tasmanian Renewable Energy Alliance (TREA) identified that, due to
software issues with TasNetworks’ meters, many solar owners would only be compensated
for excess power generated against the light and power tariff (T31) and not the hot water and
heating tariff (T41). Because of this, when a customer was consuming power on Tariff 41 while,
at the same time exporting power produced by their solar panels they would not be
adequately compensated for the power they were exporting to the grid.73 In practice this
means that solar owners are being charged 8.6c/kWh for using their own electricity (ie the
difference in c/kWh between the T41 energy (usage) charge of 17.164c/kWh and the 2018-19
Regulated FiT rate of 8.541c/kWh).
In 2016, several submissions in response to the Regulator’s 2016 Regulated FiT Rate
Investigation Draft Report also raised concerns that homeowners who invested in solar after
2013 were not receiving the full benefit of their contribution to the grid due to software issues
with TasNetworks’ meters.
At the time the Economic Regulator noted that while a solution had been identified, due to
the costs and the incompatibility of the solution with TasNetworks’ long-term tariff strategy
the solution had not been implemented.
The Economic Regulator, in its 2016 Regulated FiT Rate Investigation Final Report, concluded
that this issue was outside the scope of its investigation as metering was, at the time,
TasNetworks’ responsibility and the funding of metering software solutions in response to the
identified issue was a matter for the Government and TasNetworks.
From December 2017, retailers became responsible for installing new and replacement
meters, including advanced meters. Aurora Energy has advised that this metering issue affects
customers with Type 6 meters and the new advanced Type 4 meters.
TREA raised the same issues in its submission to the Government’s review, pointing out that
solar owners connected to Tariff 31 were being disadvantaged by the metering anomaly and
suggested that the issue was a barrier to effective take up of solar PV in Tasmania.74

72

Previously T41 and T42 - from 1 July 2016 these tariffs were consolidate into a single tariff, T41

73

See TREA’s website at https://tasrenew.org.au/metering/

74

Tasmanian Renewable Energy Alliance (TREA), submission to solar FiT review, August 2018.
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In its Report to the Minister for Energy and Treasurer75, the solar feed-in tariff review
Committee acknowledged that:
the simultaneous export and import of electricity in dual metered premises is a
disadvantage to solar customers. A number of customers can only offset the usage
against a single tariff either T31 or T41…. Therefore the Committee concludes that to
improve customer benefits from solar, household metering arrangements that allow
customers to offset all of their usage with the output from solar PV are desirable.

8.2

Issues for consultation - metering

This chapter has presented information on the metering arrangements that currently prevent
some customers from offsetting all of their usage with the output from solar PV.
In relation to the metering issue, the Economic Regulator is seeking comments on:


The feasibility and, if relevant, the cost of implementing software and non-software
solutions for customers with Type 4 and Type 6 meters.

75

Department of State Growth, Solar feed-in tariff review Final Report to the Minister for Energy and Treasurer,
November 2018.
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FEE D- IN

This chapter outlines the Economic Regulator’s proposed formula to be used in calculating a
single FiT rate for distributed generation systems between 1 July 2019 and 30 June 2021
(regulatory period) and a proposed approach for calculating time-varying FiT rates. The
variables set out below will form part of the Economic Regulator’s FiT Determination.
The chapter also sets out the Economic Regulator’s proposed approach to updating FiT rates.

9.1

Calculating a single FiT rate

For a single FiT rate, the Economic Regulator proposes the following formula:
FiTy = (WEPy x MLFy x DLFy) + AEMOy
Where:
FiTy

is the regulated feed-in tariff rate in c/kWh

y

is the year

WEPy

is the wholesale electricity price calculated by the Economic Regulator in accordance
with the 2016 Standing Offer Determination (Aurora Energy), during the annual
standing offer price approval process, or, if a WEP Order has been made by the
Treasurer, the wholesale electricity price specified in that WEP Order in year y,
expressed in c/kWh.

MLFy

is the load weighted average marginal loss factor at the regional reference node for
Tasmania in year y as approved by the Economic Regulator in accordance with the
2016 Standing Offer Determination (Aurora Energy) during the annual standing offer
price approval process.

DLFy

is the load weighted average distribution loss factor in year y as approved by the
Economic Regulator in accordance with the 2016 Standing Offer Determination
(Aurora Energy) during the annual standing offer price approval process.

AEMOy

is the forecast charge in year y, as billed by AEMO for market participant and ancillary
services fees estimated by the Economic Regulator in accordance with the 2016
Standing Offer Determination (Aurora Energy), during the annual standing offer
price approval process, expressed in c/kWh.

The FiT rate will be calculated to three decimal places in line with the presentation of
Aurora Energy’s standing offer prices.

9.2

Updating the single FiT Rate

Section 44H of the ESI Act requires the Economic Regulator to take into account the net
financial benefits, among other things, to retailers of exported electricity, when determining

58
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the FiT. This financial benefit will change each time the regulated standing offer price is
updated because the elements that make up the FiT rate are based on a number of the
variables that are used to determine standing offer prices.
The Economic Regulator considers therefore that it is appropriate to determine the FiT rate
for each financial year. It is expected that all the elements in the formula in Section 9.1 will be
updated from year to year.
The FiT rate determined by the Economic Regulator in accordance with the formula outlined
in Section 9.1 above will be calculated in mid-June 2019 and is to apply from 1 July 2019 until
30 June 2020. The FiT rate for the 2020-21 financial year will be calculated in mid-June 2020
in accordance with the same formula.

9.3

Calculating time-varying FiT rates

It is not possible to present a final formula at this stage for a time-varying FiT rate as some key
components would have to be determined at a later time, such as the number time blocks in
each day and whether different rates should apply for different times of the year.
In general form, however, the formula would be of the following type:
FiTyptx = (WPyptx x MLFy x DLFy) + AEMOy
Where:
FiTyptx is the regulated feed-in tariff rate in c/kWh for time block tx in period p in year y
y

is the financial year

p

is the period (ie summer/winter) in year y

tx

is the time block x (ie 7am to 9am)

WPyptx is the wholesale electricity price calculated by the Economic Regulator for time block
tx in period p for year y.
MLFy

is the load weighted average marginal loss factor at the regional reference node for
Tasmania as approved by the Economic Regulator for year y.

DLFy

means the load weighted average distribution loss factor as approved by the
Economic Regulator for year y.

AEMOy means the forecast charge, as billed by AEMO for market participant and ancillary
services fees estimated by the Economic Regulator, expressed in c/kWh, for year y.
The time-variable FiT rate will each be calculated to three decimal places in line with the
presentation of Aurora Energy’s standing offer prices.

9.4

Updating a time-varying FiT rate

The Economic Regulator considers that time-varying FiT rates should be updated annually.
The Economic Regulator considers that the approach set out in Section 9.3 for updating a
single FiT rate would apply for time-varying FiT rates. Again, it is expected that all the elements
in the formula in Section 9.3 above would be updated from year to year.
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As it is unlikely a time-varying FiT rate could be introduced prior to 1 July 2020, the method
for updating time-varying FiT rates would not be included in the Economic Regulator’s
determination arising from this investigation.

9.5

Issues for consultation - calculating and updating the FiT rate

The Economic Regulator is seeking comment on:


the proposed mathematical formula used to calculate the single FiT rate;



the proposed timing and process for updating the single FiT rate;



the proposed general form of a mathematical formula to calculate time-varying FiT
rates; and



the proposed timing and process for updating time-varying FiT rates.
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ATTACH MENT A: NOTICE OF I NTE NTI ON
TO CONDUCT A REGUL ATED FEE D - IN
TARI FF I NVE ST IG AT ION

OFFICE of the
TASMANIAN
ECONOMIC
REGULATOR

Amendment - Notice of intention to conduct a Regulated Feed-in Tariff Rate pricing investigation
Electricity Supply Industry Act 1995
Electricity Supply Industry (Pricing and Related Matters) Regulations 2013
The Electricity Supply Industry Act 1995 requires the Tasmanian Economic Regulator to make a feed-in tariff rate
determination, which sets the rate to be paid by authorised retailers to standard feed-in tariff customers for energy exported
to the electricity grid.
The determination will apply to a regulatory period that commences on 1 July 2019 and ends on 30 June 2021. The Final
investigation report will be released, and the determination will be made, on or before 30 May 2019.
Before the Economic Regulator makes a determination, the Electricity Supply Industry (Pricing and Related Matters)
Regulations 2013 require the Economic Regulator to conduct a pricing investigation.
The objective of the pricing investigation is to gather information to assist the Economic Regulator in making a
determination.
The Economic Regulator will publish a draft report and draft determination by 31 March 2019. Written submissions
(preferably by email) on the draft report and draft determination can be made to the Economic Regulator during a
consultation period ending on 30 April 2019.
In accordance with the matters the Economic Regulator is required to consider in determining the regulated feed-in tariff
rate, submissions on the draft report and draft determination will be invited on issues including the following:
(a) the fair and reasonable value to authorised retailers of electricity supplied to the distribution network by feed-in tariff
customers;
(b) the net financial benefit, to authorised retailers, of electricity supplied to the distribution network by feed-in tariff
customers, having regard to the costs of authorised retailers, including, but not limited to including –
(i) the costs to authorised retailers of purchasing wholesale

electricity; and

(ii) other costs of authorised retailers in operating their retail electricity businesses;
(c) the other costs, or other benefits, that –
(i) include those related to the distribution networks or transmission networks; and
(ii) result, either directly or indirectly, from the supply of electricity to distribution networks by qualifying systems at
premises of small customers;
(d) the COAG National Principles for Feed-in Tariff Arrangements, as those Principles apply from time to time;
(e) any arrangements of the Commonwealth, whether legislative or otherwise, in relation to the pricing of carbon emissions
or other mechanisms to reduce the use of carbon-emitting fuels;
(f) the principle that the feed-in tariff rate specified in the determination should not have the effect that any customer would
effectively be cross-subsidising any other customer;
(g) the possible introduction of a time-of-use feed-in tariff including consideration of costs and benefits; and
(h) approaches, methodologies, findings or recommendations, taken or made in other jurisdictions for determining fair and
reasonable feed-in tariff rates.
The Economic Regulator’s draft report and draft determination will be available on the Economic Regulator’s website:
www.economicregulator.tas.gov.au.
For further information regarding this notice please contact:
Ms Lana Hutchinson
Office of the Tasmanian Economic Regulator
Phone: (03) 6166 4422
Email: office@economicregulator.tas.gov.au
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ATTACH MENT
B:
R E QUE ST
TO
I NVE STIG ATE TI ME -VARYI NG FEE D- IN
TARI FFS
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ATTACH MENT C: COAG NATIONAL
FEE D-I N TAR I FF PR I NC I PLE S
Council of Australian Governments Meeting
Canberra, 7 December 2012
National Principles for Feed-in Tariff Arrangements

Micro generation to receive fair and reasonable value for exported energy
1. Governments agree that residential and small business consumers with grid connected
micro generation76 should have the right to export energy to the electricity grid and
market participants should provide payment for exported electricity which reflects the
value of that energy in the relevant electricity market and the relevant electricity network
it feeds in to, taking into account the time of day during which energy is exported.
Any premium rate to be jurisdictionally determined, transitional and considered for public
funding
2. That any jurisdictional or cooperative decisions to legislate rights for micro generation
consumers to receive more than the value of their energy must:
a) be a transitional measure (noting that a national emissions trading system will provide
increasing support for low emissions technologies), with clearly defined time limits
and review thresholds and be closed to new participants by 2014;
b) for any new measures, or during any reviews of existing measures, undertake analysis
to establish the benefits and costs of any subsidy against the objectives of that subsidy
(taking into account other complementary measures in place to support micro
generation consumers);
c) give explicit consideration to compensation from public funds or specific levies rather
than cross-subsidised by energy distributors or retailers; and
d) not impose a disproportionate burden on other energy consumers without micro
generation.

76

These national principles apply to grid connected micro generation compliant with the relevant Australian
Standard (AS4777).
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SCER to ensure fair treatment of micro generation
3. That the Standing Council on Energy and Resources (SCER) should maintain regulatory
arrangements for micro generation customers, consistent with the objectives of the
relevant electricity legislation, whereby the:
a) terms and conditions for compliant micro generation customers should be
incorporated into the regulation of the minimum terms and conditions for retail
contracts such that they are no less favourable than the terms and conditions for
customers without micro generation;
b) connection arrangements for micro generation customers should be standardised
and simplified to recognise the market power imbalance between micro generation
customers and networks; and
c) assignment of network tariffs to micro generation consumers should be on the basis
that they are treated no less favourably than customers without micro generation but
with a similar load on the network.
FiT policy to be consistent with previous COAG agreements (particularly the Australian Energy
Market Agreement and COAG complementary principles)
4. That the arrangements for micro generation consumers by SCER and jurisdictions:
a) should not deter competition for their business from electricity retailers in
jurisdictions where there is full retail contestability and innovation in the tariff
offerings available to micro generation customers;
b) in relation to jurisdictions in the National Electricity Market (NEM), should not
interfere with the regulation of distribution tariffs or operation of the NEM under the
National Electricity Law or duplicate the regulatory arrangements that are part of that
Law;
c) should be subject to independent regulatory oversight according to clear principles;
and
d) should be consistent with implementation of other intergovernmental agreements
relating to energy, competition policy or climate change.

